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NOTATlor~ ,'\NO TEm~INOLO~Y 
G denotes a finite group a.r:rl H and A are subgroups of G. A finite set 
T of group eleJlW3nts has I TI distinct elements. If a 1s an automorphism 
of G we denote by S the elements of G which are inverted by a. We 
a 
define 
l(a) • Is I/IG\ and l(G)· max l(Y), 
a y tAut G 
where Aut G denotes the full group of automorphisms of G. If' l(a) • k, 
1 
we call a a k-automorphism and if" k > 2' we also say that a is a 
1 1 
> 28utomorphism. A group with a > 2auto1l1Orph1sm is called 8 
1 
> 2grouP and a group with a k-automorphism is called a k-group, 
o < k ~ 1. Given Xi £ G (i • 1, ••• , r) and a subset T of' G, 
<~, ... , Xr~T) denotes the subgroup generated by~, ••• , xr and 
the elements of T. G is the set of all non-Abelian groups with order p 
divisible by no prime less than the prime p. 
(G I H) is the index of the subgroup H in G. 
a, B, ••• , Auto1l1Orphisms of a group G. 
G' 
Z(G) 
Q 
AxB 
Subgroup of all elements fixed by a. 
Inner automorphism g + x-lgx for all g e G. 
-lb-l b -1 b 
• a a· a a. [a, b, cJ • ( [a, b]" cJ 
1s the commutator subgroup of G. 
is the centre of G. 
The Quaternion group of order 8. 
The dihedral group of order 2n. 
The symmetric group on n symbols. 
Tt'.e 01 ternating group on n e;vmbols. 
The C7c1io group of order n. 
The direct product of groups A and B. 
The factor group of A modulo B. 
The set {ala £ A, a t B} • 
The norrnalizer of the subgroup A in G. 
lCont'd ••• 
Notation and Terminology cont'd •• 
A subgroup of maximum order in Sa. 
The centralizer in the subgroup A of the element x. 
m divides n. 
The subgroup generated by the pth powers of the elements 
of G. 
ABSTRACT of the Thesis "Finite Groups with AutomorphismsJnvert1ng 
t4any Elements II 
by Patrick Desmond r1acHale. University of Keele, 1972. 
It is known that a group is Abelian if and only if it has an 
automorphism inverting every element. We consider finite non-Abelian 
groups with an automorphism inverting marv elements. 
F1rst.1.y, we consider the cas. where 0 is a group with an auto-
1 
morphism inverUllg more than ~ 01 elements, a problem first considered 
by G. A. Miller in a series of papers. We prove that either 0 has 
an Abelian subgroup of index 2 (with no further restrictions) or G is 
nilpotent of class 2, with an elementary Abelian commutator subgroup 
of order 2 or 4. We also prove that 1£ 01 and 02 are automorphisms 
of G which invert more than II GI elements, then both 01 and a2 
invert ~+~IGI elements for some positive integer q. 
As a special oase we obtain the structure of groups in which 
the identity automorphism inverts more than halt the elements. These 
are preciselY the groups in which at least half the elements are 
involutions. This problem was also oonsidered by G. A. Miller and 
more recentq by C. T. C. \'Iall who used character 'theor,y to obtain a 
classification: 
Next we consider groups G of odd order, where no prime less than 
the prime p divides IGI. When G is non-Abelian we show that no 
automorphism can invert more than !IGI elements of 0 and. we obtain· a p 
oomplete clusification of all groups G with an automorphism inverting 
1 
exactly pi GI elements. We prove that either 0 has an Abelian 
subgroup of index p which does not contain all the elements of order 
p or G is nilpotent of class 2 with commutator subgroup ot order p and G~GP=l 
or G/Z(G) is non-Abelian of order p3 and exponent p. 
Next we obtain a oomplete olassifioation of groups a with an 
automorphism inverting exactq ~IGI elements. IfG is non-Abelian, 
we show that a has an Abelian subgroup of index 2 or 4 or G has 
cOJIIII.utator subgroup ot order 2. The classifioation d1 vides into IIl8llY' 
cases as detailed in the struoture theorems. 
All the groups considered are olose to being !belian in some 
sense 1.e. they are soluble and have either Abelian subgroups ot 
small 1ndex, large centres, or small oonmutator subgroups. Let 
t.(0) be the greatest proportion of elements of a finite group a that 
are inverted by an automorphism. Thus t.(G) • 1 if and only if a is 
Abelian and we have classified groups for which l(G) > i, l(G).~, 
and t(G) .1, where p is the least prime which divides lGI. p 
/Cont'd ••• 
Let keG) be the uUlllber of conjugacy- classes in G and let 
ReG) • kCG)/IGI. K. S. :cseph has studied the properties of the 
function RCG) and used its value as a measure of the commutativity-
of G, since it is the probability that a pair of elenents chosen at 
random from G cOlIImute with each other. We use I.(G) as another measure 
1 -
of cOlllIllutativity and show that when I.(G) ~ 2' or when GeGp (p odd) 
and t(G) = 1 then R(G) is large also. p 
Finally, we define a C-set of a finite group to be a subset S of G 
such that given Sl,S2E. S, then sls2£. S if and only .if sl and s2 
commute. If S is a C-set of max::tmum order in a we define beG) 
to be Is 11101 am we use beG) as another measure of commutativity. 
We show that if P is the least prime which divides IGI then beG) , 2P2l P 
if G is non-Abelian, with equality if and only if G/Z(G) has order 
2 1 p. We examine groups with b (G) > 2' and show that G is soluble. We 
also show that if a C-set contains more than ~IGI elements of 0, then 
it contains ~IGI elements for some positive integer q and we derive 
some results on the structure of G. 
1 
INTROOUCTI or! 
It is well known that a group is Abelian if and only 11' it 
has an automorphism inverting all its elements. We are concerned 
1d. th finite non-Abelian groups in which some automorphism inverts 
a large proportion of the elements of the group. For groups of 
even order, we find the complete structure of groups G with an 
automorphism inverting at least ~IGI elements. If G has odd order 
we show that no automorphism can invert more than ~I GI elements, 
where p is the least prime which divides IGI. Finally, we glve a 
complete classification of all groups G with an autauorphism 
inverting exactly !I GI elements, where p is the least prime which p 
divides IGI. 
All the groups we consider are in some sense "close to being 
Abelian" and. we are led to define and compare certain measures of 
cOJIIIIlutativity in finite groups. 
Many of the ideas in this thesis are based on the work of 
G. A. Miller who first attempted to solve some of the problems we 
look at. His analysis was incomplete and difficult to follow and 
indeed some of his results aresOIUIWhat in conflict with ours. 
The material of CHAPTER 1 of this thesis has already appeared 
in published form [16] and the material of CHAPTER 2 has been 
accepted for publication [17]. 
2 
CHAPTER 1. CROUPS ~JITH~-AUTO~~ORPHIsr.1S 
SECTION (1.1) Introductory Remarks 
We begin by giving a complete classification of non-~lian 
groups G with an automorphism inverting more than ~IGI elements. 
We prove that either they possess an Abelian subgroup of index 2 
(with no further restriction) or they are nilpotent ot class 2 ot a 
special type, as detailed in Theorem .1.).1) • 
Our problem haa attracted the attention ot a number of authors 
in the early part ot this century. In 1906 Manning [ 7 J proved that 
a group G has an automorphism inverting exactly tl GI elements if and 
only 1f (G : Z(G» • 4. He also sho~red that if a group has a k-automorphism 
·with k ~ i then k • i, ~, t, or 1. Miller [8 ] obtained similar results 
and considered more generally the properties of groups with a k-automorphism, 
1 k> '2. 
We extend Manning's result by showing that if G has a ~ -automorphism 
1 1 9+1 
and a ~-automorphism, ~ > 2' ~ > 2' then k:t • k2 • 2q for some 
positive integer q. 
Section (1.2) Pre11m1nary Theorems 
(1.2.1) Lemma. Given a & Aut G and s & S , let I be the inner CI s 
-1 
automorphism detined by gIs • s ga, g e: G. Then Sa' the set of 
elements of G inverted by the automorphism a - I,p, is given by 
Sa • SCl8 - 1 • SSCI and thus t(8) - t(a). 
Proof. g(I CI) - g-l iff (s-lgs)a - g-l iff (gs)CI - (gs)-l iff ga & S • 
- s CI 
-1 Therefore Sa - SCI s • The second equality follows similarly. 
(1.2.2) Subgroup Theorem. Let H be a subgroup of a > t-grOUP G. 
Then there is a > l- automorphism of G that inverts more than half the 
elements of H ( and so maps H onto 1tself). Moreover t(H) ~ t(G). 
~. Let CI be a > l-automorPhism of G. Since I SCI' - R. (a) 1 GI. 1 t 
3 
follows that some coset of H in G, Hs s~, has at least l(a)\Hs\ 
elements in Sa. We may clearly choose the coset representative s in Sa-
From the inequality 
it follows that 
I H n Sa s -1\ ~ I. (a ) I HI • 
Put a • Isa. Then, by Lemma (1.2.1) I. (13) - .. <a) and 
I H n Sa \ ~ .. (8)\ HI -
Thus B inverts more than half the elements of H. Denote by a I H 
the automorphism of H induced by a. Then 
It follows that if we choose a such that 1 (a) • I. (G), then 
l,(aIH) ~ 1,(13) • I.(G) and so t(H) ) L(G). 
The following corollary is en immediate consequence of the subgroup 
theorem. 
(1.2.3) Corollary. If H is an Abelian subgroup of a> t-group G 
1 then there is a> Tautomorphism of G which inverts H elementwise. 
Abelian subgroups play a fundamental role in the structure of 
> ~groups and we proceed to study them in same detail. 
(1.2.4) Lemma. 1 Let B be a > '2£!,utomorphism of G that inverts an 
Abelian subgroup H elementwise _ Suppose that the coset Hg has non-
trivial intersection with Sa. Then the number of elements in Hg that 
are inverted by a is.ICH(g)l, the order of the centralizer of g in H. 
!!.22!.. By hypothesis Hg n Sa is not empty, so we ~ choose s .: Sa 
1 . 
such that Hg • Hat Now for h & H, (hs)S • (bar if and only if 
h-1 -1 -lh-l s - s • Hence 
Hg n Sa - (~(s»s. 
But CHCs) • Ca(g), and the lemma fol10l'JS. 
4 
(1.2.~) Transversal Theorem. Let B be a > l-automorphism of G that 
inverts the Abelian subgroup H elementwise. If H is a max1ma.l subgroup 
of Sa (i.e. H is not contained properly in a subgroup of G lying 
entirely in Sa) then there exists a decomposition of G relative to 
cosets of H 
G • HSl U Ha2 U ••• V Han' sl· 1, 
such that si £ S, (i - 1, ••• , n). 
~. Suppose that Hg contains an element s £ Sa'; then Hg • Hs, and 
s may be chosen as coset representative. Now if Hs r H then ~(s) must 
be a proper subgroup of H, for otherwise < s, H> lies in Sa and properly 
contains H, contrary to hypothesis. By Lemma (1.2.4), at most half the 
elements of Hg belong to Se. Hence if some coset of H in G contained no 
I IIelements of Sa then Sal could not exceed 21GI. Since B is a > ~auto-
morphism/every coset must contain an element of Sa and the theorem is 
proved. 
(1.2.6) Centralizer Theorem. Let H be a maximal subgroup of SB where 
1 B is a > ~automorphism of G. Let 
G-HUH~ U ••• lJH~ 
be a composition of G relative to cosete of H. Put 
Then 
n 
ISa l • IHI +i!2 ICH(st)I, where~) 2 (i - 2, ••• , n). (1.2.8) 
Moreover, the following inequality on the indices ~ holds. 
(1.2.9) n 1 1 1 r (2' - ru) < 2' • i=2 ~ 
Formula (1.2.8) follows from Lemma (1.2.4) and Theorem (1.2..5). Proof. 
-
The inequality (1.2.9) is a consequence of the fact that ISsl > ~IHI. 
(1.2.10) Corollary. An automorphism which inverts more than half the 
elements of a group G inverts exactly R. (G)\ GI elements. 
5 
1 ~. Let a be a > '2automorphism of a, and let H be an arbitr8.17 
maximal Abelian subgroup of a. By the Subgroup Theorem (1.2.2) and 
Coroll8.17 (1.2.3), there exists en automorphism B that inverts H 
elementwise and such that J. (6) • J. (a ) • Since H is maximal Abelian in 
G it is certa1nl7 a maximal subgroup of Sa. Therefore by (1.2.8) 
(1.2.ll) 
where we suppose that a admits a coset decomposition (1.2.7). But the 
number given by the right hand side of (1.2.ll) is independent of a; so 
any > ~automorphism must invert this number of elements. 
Hence we obtain a formula which relates this number to the Abelian 
subgroup structure of G: If H is an arbitrary ma.x1mal. Abelian subgroup of a 
1 
> 2group G, then 
n 
J.(G)IGI • IHI + L 'Ca(~)" 
1=2 
where G admits a coset decomposition (1.2.7). 
As a consequence of the centralizer inequality (1.2.9) we can 
easily impose condi tiona on the max:lmal. Abelian subgroups of a > ~group 
G and restrictions on the values of numbers ~. Suppose a maximal. 
Abelian subgroup H has index n in G. Then relative to a sui table ordering 
of the cosets of H in G only the following cases can possibly arise: 
I n • 2; 
II n~ 3, qi • 2 (i • 2, ••• , n); 
III n~ 3, q2 ~ 3, ~ - 2 (i • 3, ••• , n); (1.2.12) 
IV n~ 3, Q.2 • 3, q) • 4 or 5, ~ • 2 (i • 4, ... , n) ; 
V n~ 3, Q.2 • q)- 3, ~ - 2 (i • 4, ••• , n). 
In order to show that some of these possibilities do not arise in 
> ~groups we need some further results concerning the Abelian subgroup 
structure of >~groups. 
(1.2.13) The Squares Theorem. Let H be a subgroup of maximum order in 
S8' where 6 is a > ~automorph1sm of G. Then the square of every element 
in Sa belongs to H. 
6 
2 !!2.2!. Suppose s & Sa but s 'H. We must show s e H. If' (G I H) • 2 
the result is clear. So we may suppose that (G : H) • n ~ 3. lIe first 
consider the case (H : ~(8» • 2. The group ~ • <s, Cn(s» is 
contained in Sa. It 82 does not belong to ~(8) then 111.1 ~ 31 ~(s)1 ; 
but 1 HI • 21 CH (8) I and so H does not have maximum order in Sa' contrary 
2 to hypothesis. We conclude that s t ~(s) C H. 
We next consider the case q • (H : Cn(s» ~ 3.' It 8 2 does not belong 
to H then He and He -1 are dis tinct cosets. Since CH (8) • ~ (s -1) the only' 
possible structure of' G is subject to condition (1.2.12)V. In particular 
(1.2.14) (H : Cn(s» - (H : ~(~» • 3. 
We maY'suppose that s3 belongs to ~(s), for otherwise <8, Cn(s», 
which belongs to Sa' haa order greater than that of' H. 
We may put Gl - <s, H"> Two possibUities arise: 
Case (i) H is normal. in ~; here e inverts s -lhs f'or all h in H, 
that i8 
-lh-l (-'-)-1 (-lhs)D h-l -1 s s-s~ ·s p·s s. 
2 2 Hence 8 commutes with every element of' H and thus s is contained in H, 
~ch is contrary to hypothesis. 
Case (ii) H is not normal. in <l:L; in this case s-lRe ., H. We choose 
an element h £ H such that h ; CH(s). Then by (1.2.14), 
H· ~, CH(s», h:3E~{S). 
Now 
CH(S) • ~(sh) • ~(Sh2) 
and so each of these centralizers has index :3 in H. Since G must satisfy 
condition (1.2.12)V, two of' the three cosets Ha, Reh, Hsh2 must be equal. 
But it is easY' to see that this implies that H is nonnal in G
1
,contrary 
to hypothesis. 
2 We conclude that s must belong to H, and the proof' is complete. 
(1.2.15) The Index 2 Theorem, Let A be an Abelian subgroup of maximum 
order in G. Let B be a > ~automorphism that inverts A elementwise. 
7 
Then for s e: S , s , A, A has index 2 in 
B 
Proof. Put ~. <s, A) and (Gl : A) - n. Two cases arise. 
Case ({,) (A : CA (s)1- 2. The centre of Gl is Z - CA(s), and ~/Z has 
order 2n nth a subgroup A/Z of order 2. Now if ~/Z contains a coset 
bZ of order m > 2, then B • <b, Z) is Abelian and \B\ - m\ Z\ > 21 zl - IAI, 
which contradicts the definition of A. Tl:erefore Gl/Z is elementary 
Abelian, and so A is a normal subgroup of ~. By the SquaresTheorem 
(1.2.13), s2 e: A and hence n - 2. 
Case ({,{,) q - (A I CA (s» ~ 3. Suppose by way of contradiction that 
n > 2. Then besides A and As there exists a third coset of A in G , and, 
2 1 
since As • A, it must be of the form Asa for some a e: A, a J CA (s). Now 
CA (a) .. CA (sa) and so ~ must satisfy condition (1.2.12)V. Therefore q .. 3 
and 
. A .. <a, CA (s», a3 e: CA (s). 
But we also have CA (s) - CA (sa
2 ) and so, according to (1.2.12)V, two of 
the three cosets As, Asa, Asa2 are equal. From this we find. easily that 
A is nom.al. in <l:L' But s2 & A and so n - 2. This contradiction completes 
the proof. 
(1.2.16) Remark. In the last theorem we required A to be an Abelian 
subgroup of max1.m.um order in G. The assumption that A be of maximum order 
in Sa (as was required in the Squares Theorem) is not sufficient. For 
example, in the symmetric group on three symbols, the identity automorphism, 
\, is a. tautomorphism, and H· < (12) > is a subgroup of maximum order 
in S. The permutation s - (13) belongs to S , but H has index 3 in 
\ \ 
<s, H) • 
in G. 
We reserve the letter A to denote an Abelian subgroup of maximum order 
1 SECTION (1.3) The structure of Non-Abelian> a-grOUPS 
1 The results of section(12)t-elate the subgroup structure of a > 2"group 
1 G to sets of elements inverted by a > rautomorphism. We are now able to 
8 
develop properties of G that do not refer to specific automorphisms. 
1 Finally we obtain a. complete classification of all non-Abelian > ~groups. 
1 Throughout this section G denotes a > 2gI'OUP and A is an Abelian 
subgroup of maximum order in G. 
(1.;3.1) Theorem. The subgroup A is normal in G and G/A is an 
elementary Abelian 2-group. 
1 Proof. By Corollary (1.2.3) there is a > 2automorphism B that inverts 
A e1ementwise. By the Transversal Theorem (1.2.5) every element g e G 
is expressible in the fo~ g - as for some a & A, s e Sa. ClearlY 
g-lAg - s -lAS. Now suppose g ; A. Put ~ - <s, A). By theorem (1.2.15), 
-1 -1 (G1 : A) - 2. Thus A is normal in Gl and so g Ag - s As - A. Since g 
is arbitrary, it follows that A is normal in G. Moreover 
g2 _ (as)2 _ (as2 )(s-las) 
2 
and so, by the Squares Theorem (1.2.13), g £ A. Thus G/A is an elementary 
Abelian 2-group. 
(1.3.2) Centralizer Structure Theorem. I£t G - A U A~ U ... U Ag
n 
be a decomposition of G into a union of disjoint cosets of A, and put 
~ - (A : CA(gi» (i - 2, ••• , n). Then, relative to a suitable ordering 
. of the cosets, one of the following conditions must hold (the corresponding 
values of leG) are indicated in brackets). 
1* n - 2 ; 
q2 + 1 
(l(G) - 2q2 ) 
11* k (k ~ 2), ~ - 2 ( i - 2, ••• , 2k) (l(G) - 2k + 1 ) n - 2 . , 2k+l 
(l(G) -ft) · 
Proof. We have already established conditions (1.2.12) and it remains 
-
to show that some of the cases listed there are not possible in > ~grOUps. 
Firstly by Theorem (1.3.1), the index n must be a power of 2. Next we 
rule out conditions (1.2.12) IV and V. For suppose that ~ - (A : CA(g2» - 3 
and q,3 - (A : CA (g3» - ), 4 or 5. Since G/A 1s elementary Abelian, the 
9 
cosets A~, Agy and Ag2g3 are distinct. Assuming that condition IV or 
2 V holds, we must have (A : CA (g2g3» • 2. Now, since g2 £ A, 
2 
CA (g3) - CA (g2 g3) 2. CA (g2) n CA (~g3) • B, say. 
Clearly- B has index 6 in A and 80 CA (g3) cannot have index 4 or 5 in A. 
So we may assume q2 - q3 - .3. But then 
where C has index .3 or 9 in A. Since C cannot be contained in a subgroup 
ot index 2 in A, the case q2 • q.3 - .3 is ruled out. 
Next we consider condition III. Firstly', trom the condition ~ • 2 
(i J .3) it follows that q2 - 2 or 4, for 
CA(g2) - CA{~g32)'2.CA(g2g3) n CA(g3) , 
and since ~g3 may be taken as the fourth coset representative, this last 
intersection has index 2 or 4 in A. 
1 The case n - 4, ~ • 4, q3 - q4 • 2 arises in >'2groups, but 
n - 2k (k> 2), ~ • 4, ~ - 2 (i • 3, ••• , 2k) is impossible as we now 
prove. 
It is convenient at this point to introduce a notation that exhibits 
a/A as an elementary- Abelian 2-group. Suppose G/A has order 2k (k> 2) 
and is generated by- ~A, ~A, ••• , "kA• We select ~ such that (A : CA (~» - 4 
and assume that (A I CA (x» - 2 for all x , A U ~A. Our proof is based 
on the fOllowing observation. 
(1.3.3) Suppose xl ; yA and CA (x), CA (y) both have index 2 in A. Then 
CA (x) - CA (y) -~ CA (:xy) - CA (x). 
For, under the hypothesis, CA (xy) 2 CA (x) n CA (y) - CA (x), and since 
xy r A, the possibility CA(xy) = A is ruled out. 
Now the elements ~, x3' ~x3' ~~, ~x3' and ~~x3 belong to 
distinct cosets and their centralizers in A have index 2 in A. Moreover 
2 
CA (~) - CA (~~ ) =. CA (~~) n CA (~) 
and since CA (;) has index 4 in A, we have equality- here. By' an 
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extension of this argument we obtain 
CA (x:t) - CA (x:tx2) (\ CA (~) • CA (x:tX)) r\ CA (x)} III CA (~~x) n CA (~x)}. 
Thus the centralizer in A of each of the 6 listed elements contains CA(~) 
and 
(1.3.4) CA(~~} r CA(~}' CA(~x) r CA(x), CA(~~x) r CA(~x3)· 
Now A/CA (~) is elementary Abelian of order 4 and so contains .3 subgroups 
of index 2. 
Therefore the centralizers of the 6 listed elements are distributed 
among a set of three subgroups of index 2 in A. By (1.3.3), either 
CA (x2), CA (x3), and CA (x2x3~ are all equal or they are all different. Both 
cases easily lead to a oontradiction of (1.3.4) by application of (1.3.3). 
This shows that (G : A) - n > 2k (k > 2) is not possible and oompletes the 
proof of the theorem. 
Wi th the help of Theorem (1 • .3.2) we will be able to obtain a complete 
1 * * classifioation of > '2groups. We shall see that each of the oases I , II 
* and III leads to a class of such groups, which we oall groups of types 1, 
2 and 3 respectively. 
Firstly, every group G of type 1 has a > }.automorphism. G oontains 
an Abelian subgroup A of index 2 in G. Let G - A U Ax. The mapping 
-1 -1 -1 a+ a , ax+ a x , a t A 
defines a 1~ automorphism whose inverted set is A U (CA (x) )x, where 
q - (A : CA (x». 
1 To determine the> '2groups of type 2 and .3 we require further analysis. 
1 11.).$) Theorem. Let G be a > '2group of type 2 or 3. If x and y 
lie in different cosets of A in G, then CA(x} , CA(y). 
~. Assume to the contrary that Ax, Ay', but CA(x) • CA(y). Then 
neither x nor y belongs to A and (A : CA (x» - 2. Let G1 • (XI y, A) • 
1 By Theorem (1.2.2), ~ is a> '2group and it is clearly of type 2 or 3. 
Now 
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But xy , A, and so CA (xy) - CA (x). 
Thus we have 
CA(x) • CA(Y) • CA(xy) - z, say, 
where (A : Z) • 2. This is a contradiction if ~ is of type 3 and since 
in that case G:L • G, we may assume for the rest of the proof that G and 
~ are both type 2. 
Clearly Z is the centre of G1 and. since it has index 2 in A we may 
put A • <~, Z> with ~2 & Z. We observe that CG(~) - A, for A must 
1 
be self-centralizing. In particular 
-1 -1 (1.3.6) x ~x - ~zl' Y ~Y - ~z2' 
where zl and z2 are distinct elements of order 2 in Z. 
J -1 Now zl r z2 ' since yx does not conunute with ~. 
We note further that 
(1.3.7) xy -I yx 
for if x and y commute then <x, y, 7.> is Abelian and has order 21A\ 
whioh contradicts the ohoice of A. 
1 Let a be a > 'rautomorph1sm of G1 that inverts A elementwise. By the 
Transversal Theorem (1.2.5) we may suppose that ()(..inverts both x and y, 
and so 
. 
() -1 -1 -1 a:xs a - a x y for all a & A. 
Now a inverts half of the elements of the coset Axy and since by (1.3.7) 
and (1.3.8) no element of Zxy is inverted, we must have 
(~JCY)-l _ (~xy)a • ~-lX-ly~l. 
It follows from (1.3.6) that 
and. thus [x, y] • zl z2. 
Now l)c~, ya1] - [x, y] [x, ~1 [~, yJ - zlz2~z2 - 1. 
Therefore < ~, y~, Z) is Abelian and has order 2\A \. We have obtained 
a contradiction, and the proof is complete. 
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1 (1.3.9) Corollary. Suppose that a is a >. '2group of type 2 or :3 such 
'ok 
that a/A is elementar,y Abelian of order 2 (k ~ 2) and 
a/A - <~A, ~.A., ••• , ~A) . 
Put Z - CA (~) f\ CA (~) ('\ ••• (\ CA (~). Then Z is the centre of a and 
(A z Z) - 2k. Moreover A/Z is elementar,y Abelian. 
Proof. It is clear that Z is the centre of a and that IA/zi , 2k. 
-
Consider first a of type 2. By' Theorem (1.3.$) A/Z has 2k_ 1 distinct 
subgroups of index 2. Therefore by a known theorem it must be 
k 
elementar,y Abelian of order 2. (Zassenhaus [15]). 
Finall.y if a has type :3 then two of the centralizers C A (X]. ), C A (~) , 
C A (x:t ~) have index 2 in A and. intersect in the third, which is equal to 
Z. Thus in this case A/Z has order 4 and is elementary Abelian. 
Our next result concerns the action of a/A on A. 
~1.3.l0) Lemma. Let G and G/A be defined as in, Corollary (1.3.9), 
and suppose that if a is of type 3, generators XJ. and ~ are so chosen 
that CA (~1 and CA (~) have index 2 in A. Then for i - 1, ••• , k there 
exist ai £ A end zi £ Z such that 
[ai' xJ - z1' [ai' x~ - 1, (j , i) 
2 
with zi ' 1, zi - 1. 
Moreover, if G has type 2 then zl - z2 • ••• - zk' whereas if G has 
~pe 3 then zl ; z2· 
~. Put Di - CA (,,) n ... n CA (xi _1' n CA (xi +1 ) ('\ ••• "CA (~) 
Now (Di : Z) • 2 and Cll (Xi) "Di - Z, so we may choose ai £ D~A (~), 
with the property that [ap x jl - 1 when j ; i and [ai' xi] , 1. We 
now show that [ap Xi] e Z. 
From a well known commutator identity we obtain 
-1 
[ -1 -1 , Xj [ -1 -lj ~ [ :1 Xi Xi ' Xj , a1J x j , ai ,xi ai' Xi' x~ - 1, and since 
[Xi -1, Xj -lJ £ A and [Xj , ai -1 - 1 ( i , j)" it follows that [ai' x:il e Di • 
Moreover since [ai' Xi21 - 1 - [ai 2, xi1 we conclude that [ai' xD £ CA (Xi). 
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Hence [ai' x~ & CA (xi) n Di - Z, which leads to the first statement ot 
the lemma. 
Suppose now that a has type 2. Consider the centralizer CA (XiXj ) 
tor 1 r j. By what has already been proved this group contains am (m ;. i or j) 
but does not contain ai or a j • Since it has index 2 in A, we are torced 
to the conclusion that 8 i aj & CA (~Xj)' Thus 
1- [xixj , aiaj] • ZiZj' 
and so zi • Z j • 
On the other hand, it a has type 3 then 'CA (~x2) has index 4 in A 
and [~~, ~ a2] r 1, gi v1ng ~ ., z2' This completes the proot. 
An immediate consequence ot Lemma (1.3.10) is 
0...3.11) Corollary. For > ~groups a not ot type 1, [a, AJ lies in 
the centre of G and has order 2 or is non-cyclic of order 4 according as 
a has type 2 or 3. 
We need one further result before we can give the structure of 
1 
> 2groups. 
(1.3.12) Lemma. With the notation of Corollary (1.3.9) and Lemma (1.3.10), 
the elements ~, ~, ••• , ~ can be chosen to commute pairwise. 
!!22!. Consider first a ot t!pe 2. By Corollary (1.3.11), [a, A] is 
generated by an element z, say, which belongs to Z and has order 2. 
We sh~ tirst that for all i, j, [Xi' x~ • Z or 1. For consider 
Aj • < x j ' CA (Xj ) >. This is an Abelian subgroup of maximum order in a, 
for clearly IA jl • IAI. By Theorem (1.3.1), Aj is normal in G and G/Aj 
is elementar,y Abelian, generated by 8 j Aj , and the cosets XiAj for all 
1 • 1, ••• , k except 1 • j. By Corollary (1.3.11), to, A~ has order 2, 
and since it contains raj' xjl • z, we conclude that [a, A~ • (z). 
Theretore [Xi' X~ • z or 1. 
We can now prove by induction that the coset representati ves ~, • • ., Xxc 
ot~, ... , Uk can be eo chosen that for 1 - 1, ••• , k, Xi c01TlIllutes 
with Xj ( j - 1, ••• , k). Consider the case i • 1. If [xi' Xjl - z, 
then we replace Xj by ~Xj as coset representative ofAxj , and obtain 
[", ~X~ - [", a.iJ [,., X~ - z2 - 1. We note that the elements 
~, • ", ~ constructed in Lemma (1.3.10) satisty the same commutator 
relations with the new coset representatives as they did with the old. 
Now suppose that we have already chosen", ••• , ~ such that 
Xi' x2' ••• , xi _l commute with Xj (j • 1, ••• , k). In particular then Xi 
commutes with each of~, ••• , xi _1 ' For every j > i such that 
(xi' x~ - z we replace Xj by aixj and obtain [xi' aixjl - z2 - 1. Thus 
we construct new coset representatives which commute with Xi' and since 
they clear~ commute with each of~, ••• , xi _l ' the proof by induction 
is complete. 
If G has type 3, we fom ~ - <", CA (~» and by an argument 
similar to the above we conclude that [~, ~ • 1, ~, z2 or zl z2' 
Depending on which case occurs we find that one of the following pairs of 
coset representatives commute: ~;.' xi, {", ~~}, {a2~' ~}, 
{ a2;., ~~}. This completes the proof. 
We summarise ?ur findings in the following theorem. 
(1.3.13) Structure Theorem. 
following types. 
1 A non-Abelian > '2group G is one of the 
Ti"£ 1. G has an Abelian subgroup A of index 2 in G. For every such 
group if G· A UAx then the map: (a)a - a-l , (ax)~ • a-1x-1 for all a £ A 
defines a > ~automorph1sm of G with 
q+l l(a) • l(G) • 2q ,where q • (A I CA (x». 
TWQ a. G is nilpotent of class 2. It has commutator subgroup < z> 
of order 2. Its centre Z has index 22k (k ~ 2) in G, and G/Z is an 
elementary Abelian 2-group, generated by lCJ. Z, ~Z, ••• , ~Z, ~ Z, ~Z, 
"', ~Z, subject to the following commutator relations I 
[Xi' xjl • [ai' ajl • 1 for all i, j - 1, • eo, k. 
[ai' xjl • lei r j), [ai' Xi1 • z. 
lS 
Every such group has a > ~automorphism a defined by the map: 
£1 £2 tk -1 -£1 -£2 -£k (~ ~ ••• ~ )a - a ~ ~ ••• ~ 
for all a EA- <~, ... ,~, Z)and£i -Oorl (i-l, ••• , k). 
2k+l 
Moreover, lea) - l(G) -~ • 
Type 3. G is nilpotent of class 2. It has elementary Abelian commutator 
subgroup <~, Z2> of order 4. Its centre Z has index 24 in G and G/Z 
is an elementary Abelian 2-group, generated by ~Z, ~Z, ~ Z, a2Z subject 
to the commutator relations 
[~, x21 - [~, a~ - [~, x2J -[a2, x:iJ - 1, 
t~, ~] -~, [a2 , ~1 - z2 • 
Every such group has a > ~automorphism a defined by the map 
£1 £2 -1 -£1 -£2 
(a ~ ~ )a - a ~ ~ , 
for all a c A - <~, a2, Z> and ti - 0 or 1 (i -1,2). 
Moreover, l(a)'- t{G) - ~ • 
(1.).14) Comments and Examples. Note that in (1.3.13) we do not 
specit,y the orders of the Xi'S and the a1 's in groups of type 2 and 3. 
The only condition imposed on powers of these elements is that their 
squares must 11e 1n the centre Z of G, for clearly [ai 
2
, x~ ... [a1, Xj 1 -
[a1 , xj12 - 1 for all i, j. It follows immediately from the structure 
1 
theorem that in a > rgroup G of type 2 or 3 the elements of odd order 
form a subgroup Zo of the centre and G sp11ts into a direct product of Zo 
and a 2-group. 
The dihedral group D (n ~ 3) of order 2n 1s an example of a group 
n 
or type 1. The direct product of the quaternion group Q and the group D4, 
wi th centres amalgamated, 1s a group of type 2. In fact any extra-special 
2-group 1s a group of type 2 and this type is characterised by the 
conditionlG'1 - 2. 
The most elementary example of a group or type 3 is the direct 
product or the quateIllial group Q and the group D4• In fact the direct 
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product of any two groups with a t-automorphism is a group of type 3. 
SECTION (1.4) Groups consisting mostly of involutions 
In [13J Wall classified all groups at least half of whose elements 
were involutions. This problem has a long history, having been considered 
in a series of papers by G. A. Miller [9] who finally arrived at a 
classification which is not too easy to follow. We obtain a solution of 
this problem by c1assif.y1ng all groups in which the identity automorplsm 
1 is a > rautomorphism. We thus present an alternative treatment by 
"elementary" methods, since Professor Wall used character theory in his 
analysis. 
Throughout this section we let G denote a non-Abelian group such 
1 
that the identity automorphism, ~, is a > 2automorphism. Thus Q has 
precisely l(G)\G\ - 1 ~ llG\ involutions. 
(1.4.1) Groups of Type 1. Two cases arise. If A is an Abelian subgroup 
of maximum. order in G then eithi3p (i.) every element of A is mapped by \. 
onto its inverse, and. so A is an elementary Abelian 2-group; OP (i.iJ 
A is not elementary Abelian. In this case, by the proof of Theorem (1.2.2) 
with a • \, there is an inner automorphism I (x e S ) that inverts A 
x \ 
elementwise. In other words, there exists an involution x such that 
-1 -1 
x ax· a for all a e A, 
and so 
(xa)2 • 1 for all a e A. 
In either case the centre Z of G is an elementary Abelian 2-group. 
We now employ Theorem (1.3.13) to obtain the structure of Q. 
In case (i) G has an elementary Abelian subgroup A of index 2 and an 
involution x , A which induces by conjugation an arbitrary auto~rph1sm 
of order 2 in A. These groups appear in class IV of Wall's classification. 
In case (ii), G has an Abelian subgroup A of index 2 and arbi trarr 
order which is not elementary Abelian, and an involution x , A which 
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induces in A the automorphism that inverts A elementnse. These groups 
appear in class I of Wall's classification. 
Clearly in this case G may be chosen to have arbitrary even order ) 6 • 
. 
Groups of Type 2. The centre Z of G may be written as a direct 
product Z - < Z> x E where z generates the cOITlMlltator subgroup. of G, 
and E is an elementary Abelian 2-group (if non-trivial). Clearly E splits 
from G for otherwise at least half the elements of G have order> 2. 
So G - G x E, where G' is a type 2 group with centre G ' of order 2. 000
We show that G has an Abelian subgroup of maximum order that is o 
elementary Abelian. For the square of eveI7 element of G is equal to 
. 0 
z or 1 and. so one of ai' Xi' ai Xi has order 2. We select such an element 
for each i (i • 1, ••• , k). They generate with z the required elementary 
Abelian subgroup. 
It follows that Go has the presentation Go - < z, ", ••• , ~, ~, 
222 
••• , ~Iz • Xi - ai - 1, all pairs of generators cOITlMllte except 
[ai' x~ • z (1 - 1, ••• , k) >. These are Walls class III groups. As 
he points out, they are the product of k dihedral groups ot order 8 with 
centres amalgamated. 
Here G • G X E, where G is a type 3 group 
o . 0 
whose centre G ' is a four-group. Hence G has order 64 and an analysis 
o 0 
similar to the above shows that there is only one group ot this type that 
1 
admits \ as a > rautoInorphism. Go has presentation 
Go - «Zl" z2' ~, a2, ~, ~lzi2 • Xi2 • ai 2 - 1, all pairs of generators 
commute except [ai' Xi1 • zi (i - 1, .2». 
This is Wall's class II groups it is the direct product ot two dihedral 
groups of order 8. 
-. 
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CHAPTER 2 GROUPS or 000 ORDER 
SECTION (2.1) Introduction 
We next turn our attention to the case where G has odd order. 
Let G be a non-Abelian group and let p (odd) be the srna.llest prime 
which divides the order of G. It is known that no automorphism ot 
G inverts more than ~ of the elements ot G. In this chapter we obtain 
a complete classitication ot groups G in which some automorphism 
inverts exact~!1 GI elements. We show that either G has an Abelian p 
subgroup ot index p and an element of order p not contained in this 
subgroup, or G is a direct product of a p-group of nilpotency class 
2 or 3 and an Abelian p'-group. The detailed structure is given in 
Theorems 2.3.7, 2.4.4,and 2.5.1. 
The result (Lemmata 2.2.3 and 2.2.4) that G has an automorphism 
inverting ~ ot its elements if and. only if G has an involutory auto-
morphism fixing exactly p elements, leads to an alternative formulation 
of our problem: classify all non-Abelian groups of odd order with 
an involutoI7 automorphism whose fixed point group is as small as 
possible. Since a group ot odd order is Abelian if and only it it has 
a fixed-point-tree automorphism ot order 2, we are again considering 
groups which are "almost" Abelian in some sense. Our problem is also 
a very special case of that of Kov~cs and Wall [6] and Ward Ij.4 ] 
who studied the structure ot odd order groups with an involutory 
automorphism whose fixed point group is nilpotent. 
In [lOJ and [11] Hiller considered the case where G is an 
odd order p-group. Some of his results are in conflict with ours and 
he did not obtain a classitication. 
1 There is an obvious similarity between -groups and the p 
>!-grOUps classified in Chapter 1. 
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SECTION (2.2) Preliminary Theorems 
We begin bY' showing that if a belongs to Gp (p > 2) then 
t(O) ,!. (Our attention was drawn to this result bY'Dr. T. J. LaffeY'.) p 
(2.2.1) Lemm.a: Let a be a group of odd order and let a be an 
2 
automorphism of a with a - 1. Then 
(i) S • {g-lg(a) I g E: o} J 
a 
(ii) G - SaFa' Sa (\ Fa -1, and ISa l - (a : Fa). 
~ (Gorenstein [ 1] 10.4) (i) Clearly (g-l(ga»a _ (g-l(ga»-l. 
Conversely, suppose s £ S , and. s2n+l • 1. Then s • g -l(ga) where 
a 
n g • s • 
(ii) x-l(xa) -Y'-l(ya) if and on17 1£ yx-l E: F and Sf.OS'f. is empty 
unless f. = f. t where f. ,f. £ F • a a l. a J ). J ). J a 1 
(2.2.2) Theorem. If G e G and. P is odd, then 1(0) , -. 
p P 
Proof. Assume R. (G) >!. Let a be an automorphism with I S I > 1.1 G I • 
----- P . a p 
The elements of S generate G and so a2 • 1. By Lemma (2.2.1) (ii), 
a 
peG I Fa) > IGI. Since Fa is a subgroup of G, it follows that Fa • 1 
and Sa • G, contradicting the fact that G is non-Abelian. 
We proceed to investigate the structure of groups a e G (p > 2) p 
with l(G) .~. Our immediate aim is to show that either G has a 
1 
p-automorphism a such that Sa is a subgroup, or G is a direct product 
of a p-group and. an Abelian pi_groUp. 
For the rest of this section G denotes a group in G (p > 2) 
P 
with a Lautomorphism a. p 
12.2.3) Lemma. Every !.automorphism of G has order 2. 
P . 
!:!:22!. Let a be a !.automorphism. If S is not a subgroup then (S ). G P a a 
2 
and clearly a • 1. Suppose that Sa - A, a subgroup of G. Then A is 
Abelian and of index pinG, and so is normal in G since p is the 
least prime which divides the order of G. Let G - <A, g). It is 
2 -1 sufficient to show that ga • g. Now for an" a e A, gag £ A and so 
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-1 
Hence g (~) centralizes A and so belongs to A, since G is non-Abelian. 
That is ga ,- ga* for some a* £: A, and fJl2 • (0l )a*-l - g. 
(2.2.4) lemma. For every !..automorphism (X, I F I - p. p a 
E!:22!. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma (2.2.1)(U). 
(2.2.$) Lemma. No element of the set S f, f ff. F , f ~ 1, is 
a a 
inverted by a. 
~. Suppose s £ S nSf. Then s - slf for some sl t: S • a a a 
A 1i -1 -1 . 2 2 pp cation of a gives 81 S • sl 8 and henoe 8 • sl. But I ell is odd, 
and so s • sl and f - 1, a contradiction. 
We now define A(" Aa) to be a subgroup of G of maximum order in 
Sa' where a is a Lautomorphism of G. A 1s clearly Abelian. p 
-.(2_ ..... 2 .... -.6"",) _.;;:;Lernm,;;;;;;,;;;;,a. Let g £ o\A and suppose that the set ~g f\ Sa 
is not empty. Then 
lAg n Sa I - I CA (g)1 , ~ AI • 
!!2.2!. By hypothesis Ag n Sa is not empty, so we may choose s £: Sa 
such that Ag - As. Now for a £: A, (as)a - (as)-l if and only if 
[a, ij • 1. Hence Ag n Sa - (CA (a»s. But CA (s) • CA (g), and the 
equality follows. 
Finally, suppose 0A (g) - Aj then CA (8) - A and so ~, A) ~ Sa. 
By the max1mality of A, s £: A and hence g £: A, a contradiction. 
Since CA (g) is a subgroup of A, the inequality follows. 
(2.2.7) Theorem. (Coset decomposition of G relative to A.) Let 
f generate Fa. Then there exists a coset decomposition 
(2.2.8) G - A U Af U Af2 U ••• U uP-l if' (G : A) - PJ 
(2.2.9) G· AU Af U Af2 U ••• U AfP-l U ASl V ••• V ASn if 
(G : A) > p, such that 8 i £ Sa (1 • 1, ••• , n). Moreover, 
(i) ~n Sa is empty (i • 1, ••• , p-l); 
(1i) IAsj () Sal - ICA(8 j )1 - ~IAI (j. 1, ••• , n). 
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~. No non-trivial element ot A is fixed by a, and so we may 
choose distinct coaets Ar1(i - 1, ••• , p-l). Lemma 2.2.5 givea 
result (i). Clearly exactly ~ of the elements of A U At U ••• U AtP- l 
are inverted bya. By Lerrma 2.2.6 every other coset must have 
exactly ~ of its elements in Sa. 
(2.2.10) Lemma. Let B be & subgroup of maximum order in Sa' 
where a .. I a for some s &: S. Then I AI - I BI • 
s a 
l!.22!. Clearly both a and CA (a) are contained in Sa and so ia the 
subgroup X -(CA(s), s). Thus IBI ~ Ixi and by Theorem 2.2.7, IXI ~ IAI. 
-1 Conversely, a .. I s-la, where s E: Sa and thus by the above proof 
IAI ~ IBI, which proves the lemma. 
Lemma (2.2.10) does not hold for arbitrary !.automorphisms p 
aand a, as will be shown in examples 2.5.3 and 2.5.4. 
(2.2.ll) Theorem. For all x E: G, ~ &: A. 
~. Suppose first that x - as for some a &: A, a &: Sa. The 
subgroup B .. < CA (s), x) is inverted e1ementnse by B - Iaa. 
B.y Theorem (2.2.7) IBI ~ IAI, and so by Lemma (2.2.10), IBI - IAI. 
Hence x:P &: C (a) CA. 
A 
It remains to prove the result for elements x - at where t is 
an arbitrary generator ot F. Since (af)p &: A 1£ and only it (ta)p &: A, 
a 
we ~ assume that fa &: ~ tor aome integer r. We show that r - 1. 
For tar-r &: A and (tat-r)a - ra-1r-r &: A which implies that ra2r-l &: A 
and (since I GI is odd) that far-l &: A. 
We suppose by way of contradiction that (~f)P i A for some 
a1. &: A. By the above, f~ .. a2f tor some &2 &: A. Moreover 
(a2t)p i A, for otherwise (f~)P and (~f)P are both contained in A. 
Proceeding in this wa:y we obtain a sequence of elements ~, ••• , ap 
ot A such that fai - a1+1f (1 - 1, ••• , p-l) and (ai+lf)P I A. But 
then (~t)P - ~ a2 ••• aptP &: A. and this contradiction establishes 
the theorem. 
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(2.2.12) Corollary. Ever,y p'-element of G belongs to A. 
(2.2.13) Theorem. If (G : A) > P then G is the direct product 
P x M of a Sylow p-subgroup P, with l(P) • 1 and an Abelian p 
p '-subgroup M contained in A. 
!!22!. For ever,y prime divisor q of IGI, q f p, G has a unique 
Sylow q-subgroup and this belongs to A by Corollary 2.2.12. Let M 
denote the direct product of all such subgroups. Clearly M is 
Abelian and characteristic in G. We must show that M belongs to 
the centre of G. By ~"'Pothes1s G has a coset decomposition 2.2.9 
relative to A. We first show that every element of AS1 central.izes 
M (i • 1, ••• , n). 
-1 ( -1 )-1 ( -1) -1 -1 For all m & M, s1 rna1 & M. Hence si rna1 - s1 rna1 a. • s1 m s1 
From this it follows that si 2 and thus elso si commutes with m. 
To show that f commutes with m, we consider slf. This element 
clearly cannot belong to a coset ~ (j - 0, ••• , p-l). Thus sl f& AS1 
for some 1, and as was shown above, both sl and slf commute with m; 
I 
hence so does f. 
It is now clear that G • P x M, and that a Lautomorphism of G p 
that inverts A el.ementwise induces a L automorphism in P. p 
As a consequence of this theorem, in order to classify groups 
G t G with l(a) - 1, it is sufficient to consider the following cases: p p 
I. G is a p-group with a ~automorphism a such that (G : Aa.) > p. 
II. Some Abelian subgroup of index pinG is elementwise 
inverted by a Lautomorphism. p 
In order to show that groups satisfying condition I are divided 
into two distinct types we need some further analysis. For the rest 
of this section let G denote a p-group (p > 2) with a !..automorphism p 
2 
such that A (- Aa) has index at least p in G. 
2) 
(2.2.14) Lemma. Let s £ Sa\A. Then s t No(A). 
-1 ~. Suppose to the contrary that s as £ A for all a £ A. Then 
{ -1 )-1 (-l)a -1 -1 2 a as - a aa - aa s ,and hence sands commute with a. 
Thus A c:. <A,S) S Sa and this contradicts the max1mality of A. 
(2.2.1$) LeIl1IllS. Let f generate Fa' Then 
(i) No{A). (A,f) and (NO{A) : A) - P ; 
(ii) NG(A) is normal in G. 
~. (i) Consider a coset decomposition (2.2.9). B.1 Lemma 2.2.14, 
no element asi , a £ A (i • 1, ... , n) belongs to NO{A). Since G ia 
a p-group, A is properly' contained in its normalizer and the result 
follows. 
(ii) Let N • NO{A). It ia sufficient to show that s-~s • N for 
\  1 
every's £ Sa \N. Write A • (CA (s), a). We must show that s- as 
and s -lfs belong to N. Suppose by way of contradiction that a -las , N. 
Then according to (2.2.9), a-las £ ASi for some ai £ Sa' that is 
-1 r 
s as - a csi ' where c £ CA (a) and 0 , r < p. 
Hence a inverts o-la-rs-las whence sara commutes with a. If 
r a 0 then s2 and hence s commutes with a, contrary to hypothesis. 
If r > 0, then, Since sars commutes with ar , we obtain {aar )2 - (ar a)2, 
~hence aar • are and as - sa, again a contradiction. 
-1 Finally, the assumption that s fs £ ASi for some si e Sa leads 
to the untenable ccnclusion that x -lfx - f-l for some x £ G. 
We are now in a pos! tion to state the various types of !..groups p 
which ariae and to analyse each type individually. 
1 !YEe 4. G is a p-group (p > 2) with a p-automorphism a such that 
2 A (- Aa) has index at least p in G. In addition, Na(B) is Abelian 
for all subgroups B of maximum order in Sa' 
1 Type 5. 0 is a p-group (p > 2) with a p-automorphism a such that 
A (- Aa> has index at least p2 in O. In addition,No(A) is non-Abelian 
for some subgroup A of maximum order in Sa' 
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type 6. Some Abelian subgroup of index p in G is elementwise 
1 inverted by a --automorphism. p 
SECTION (2.3). Groups of Type 4 
Throughout this section we let G be a group of type 4. 
(2.;.1) Lemma. The subgroup F is contained in the centre of G. 
a 
Proof. As before suppose that F is generated by f. By Lemma 2.2 .1S, 
- a 
f £ Na(A); hence f commutes with every element of A. Now consider 
s £ Sa\A. Put B· (CA(s), s>. Then BCS
a 
and IBI -\AI_ By Lemma 
2.2.1S Na(B) - <B, f), which is Abelian by hypothesis. Thus f 
commutes with s, and the proof is complete • 
.... <2_ ..... 3 .... _2""") __ Le_mma=. The cOITll1lutator subgroup at is equal to Fa' and so 
G is nilpotent of class 2. 
!!22!. We first show that for a:ny S £ S~A, [A, ~ - Fa. 
Let A • < CA (s), a>. By Lemmata 2.2.14 and 2.2.15 (i) 
-1 r 
s as - a cf, 
""'here c £ CA (s) and t generates Fa. Applying a we get 
-1 -1 -r -It 
sa s - a c , 
and. hence, since f is central 
-1 -2 2 
sa s as - f • 
Thus [n, s2j & Fa and the result follows. 
Now let s* be an arbitrary element of Sa' By considering 
A* • ~A (s*), s* >, which is elementwise inverted by a, we obtain 
[8*, 8J & Fa' But the elements of Sa generate a and so the lemma is 
proved. 
In Lemma 2.2.15 (ii) we showed that N (- NO(A» is a normal 
subgroup of O. We now know that it contains Ot. Thus by Theorem 
2.2.11 the quotient group GIN is elementary Abelian. 
We now examine the centralizers in A ot elements in G~. 
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(2.3.3) Lemma. For elements x, y ~ N, CA (x) • CA (y) if and only 
if' y £ Nxt for some t, 0 < t < p. 
~. Suppose that CA(x) - CA(y) - C. Then A - (C, a> and 
[a, ~ • f, [a, it - ft, where 0 < t < P and f generates Fa' Hence 
-t [a, ~ • 1, where w - yx • 
Contradict the lemma by supposing w tN. The coset Nw contains elements 
inverted by a, and so there exists a* £ A and s £ S:\A such that w • a*s. 
. a 
The !..automorphism a - (I *)a inverts w and every element or A. Thus p a 
B • (A, w) C Sa' By Lemma 2.2.10, w £ A, a contradiction. 
The converse is obvious. 
(2.3.4) Corollar,y. Suppose the elementar,r Abelian grou~ GIN is 
generated as a direct product by N,., ••• , N~. Put D - Q CA (xi)' 
Then AID is also elementary Abelian of order pk. 
~. Since (A : CA (x» • p for all x j N, AID is clearly elementary 
Abelian of order ~ pk. But,by Lemma 2.3.3, AID must have as many 
distinct subgroups of index p as there are subgroups of order p in 
GIN. Hence (Zassenhaus [lS] , page 143) AID has order pk. 
(2.3.5) Lemma. Let lCJ., ... , ~ and D be defined as in Corollary 
2.3.4. Then there exist generators D~, .,., D~ of AID such that 
[ai' x~ • 1, i ; jJ [ai' xil - f, i • 1, ... , k, 
where f generates Fa' 
~. Put Di - Q CA (xj ). Then D has index p in Di and 
l~j~k 
Di • <D, ai) , where ai P £ D. Since ai , CA (Xi)' the commutator 
r-; ri Lai , Xi] is equal to f ; 1, where f is a fixed generator of Fa' 
B,y replacing ai by a power of itself, if necessary, it is possible to 
have r i • 1 for all i. It is clear that [ai' xjl • 1 when i ; j, 
(2.3.6) Lemma. The elements ;" ... , ~ introduced in Corollar,r 
2.3.4 can be chosen to commute pairwise. 
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~. Suppose we are given~, ••• , ~ such that [Xj' xi} • ftj 
(j • 2, ••• , k). Then there exist coset representatives of GIN 
~ * • JI),' Xj* • ~-tj Xj such that [Xj*' ~*J - 1 (j - 2, ••• , k). 
Note that the new coset representatives satisfy the relations of 
Lemma 2.3.5. The proof is now easily completed by induction in the 
manner of Lemma 1.3.12. 
We can now give the structure of groups of Type 4. 
(2.3.7) Theorem. Let G be a group of type 4. Then G is nilpotent 
of class 2 with commutator subgroup <f> of order p. Its centre is a 
direct product Z • D x (f) and has index p2k in G. G/Z is elementary 
Abelian, generated by" Z~, ••• , Z~~, ••• , ~ subject to the 
relations 
[Xi' x~ • [ai' a jl - 1 for i, j - 1, ••• , k, 
[ai' Xjl - 1 (1 r j), [ai' xil • f (i - 1, ... , k) • 
The pth power of Xi and of ai (i - 1, ••• , k) lies in D. Conversely, 
every such group has a ~autanorphism a, whose fixed group is (f) , 
defined by the map 
(_$'t en qk)a -1f t -ql -qk 1:Uo~ ••• ~ -a :;, ••• ~ 
for all a &<~, ... , ~, D) and 0, ~ < p(i - 1, ••• , k). 
The simplest examples of groups of type 4 are a non-Abelian 
group of order p3 and eJCponent p (k - 1), and the central product of 
two such groups (k • 2). In both cases D • 1. 
1 It is possible to show that groups in Gp with a p-automorphism 
of type 4 are characterised by the fact that G' • Cp and, GP" G
t 
= 1. 
SECTION (2.4) Groups of' Type 2 
In this section let A be such that N (- NG(A» is non-Abelian. 
By Lemma 2.2.1.5, N - (A, r) where r generates F • 
a 
(2.4.1) Lemma. Let xi N. Then CA(x) - CA(f) - z, the centre of G. 
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~. There exists s £ Sa such that X £ As. Hence CA(x) - CA(5). 
To prove the lemma we show that 
CA(s) - CA(sf) - CA(f). 
Suppose that a £ CA (sf). Then s-las - faf-
l t A, and a new familiar 
argument gives a & CA(s), and CA(sf) ~ CA(s). Nowaf 'NI and CA(sf) 
end CA (s) both have index p in A. Hence they are equal, and thus 
CA(a) • CA(sf) - CA(f). 
(2.4.2.) Lemma. The centre of G/Z is <zt) . 
.!2:2.2!. Put N • <Z, a, f> where a & A. Since N/Z has order p2 
it is Abelian and so [a, ~ t Z. Now consider s e S~. The subgroup 
B -<Z, s> is elementwise inverted bya. By Lemma (2.2.15) 
NG(B) • (B, f>, and by the above argument [s, fj E: Z. Thus (Zf) 
is a subgroup of the centre of G/Z. But every element of the centre 
of G/Z belongs to N/Z, and aince for all s & S~I [a, sJ j Z, we 
know that Za does not belong to the centre ot G/Z. The lemma follows. 
(2.4.3) Lemma. The index of N in G is p. 
~. Suppose by way of contradiction that there exist !!Il' s2 e Sa\N 
with s2 ;.Nsl
r for all r, 0 ~ r < p. Put K • <Z, f'), N • (K, a>, 
G1 - (NI si> (i· 11 2). By Lemma 2.4.21 K is normal in Gi and G1/K 
is Abelian of order p2. Thus for a suitable choice ot generator f 
ot Fa 
Z[a, 811 - Zf and Z[a, s21 • Zfr 
-r.J [.:1 for some r,O < r < p. Hence we find x-51 s2" N but a,:l£J t Z e:: A, 
end so x normalizes < ZI a> - AI contradicting the fact that N is the 
nonnalizer of A. 
(2.4.4) Theorem. A group G of type S has centre Z of index p3 
such that G/Z is non-Abelian of exponent p. Conversely, every such 
p-group has a Lautomorphism. p 
E!:22!. By the results of this seotion a group G of' type S has G/Z 
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of order p3. Moreover G/Z is non-Abelian, and since ~ e C A (x) ~ Z 
for all x t G, the exponent of G/Z is p. 
Conversely, consid:!r a p-group G with centre Z such that G/Z 
has order pJ and exponent p. Then G • < z, a, t*, s) where 
(i) G/Z has centre of order p generated by U* ; 
(ii) there exist ~,z2' zJ t Z such that 
[a, sJ .. .t*zl' [£*, s] - z2' [£*, a] 
- Z 3 
and one of z2 and zJ' say ZJ' is not equal to the identity; 
(iii) 1 - [!*,P, sJ - [r*, sJP - z2P and s1m:Uarly ZJP - 1. 
An easy calculation gives 
[am, s~ - (r*Zl)mnZ2m(~)ZJn(~) • 
Hence (t*zl)P - 1. Now write r • f*~ (Z2ZJ)~. 
Clearly rP • 1. 
The rest of the verification is routine. 
SECTION (2.5) Groups ot Type 6. 
Theorem (2.5.1) A group G in G which has an Abelian subgroup p 
A of index pinG has a !..automorphism inverting A elementwise if and only p 
if there exists f t Gy.. such that fP - 1. 
Proot. 
-
Suppose that "is. a Lautomorphism such that 5 • A • A, 
p " " 
a subgroup of index pinG. Then, by Lemma 2.2.4, F" is generated by 
r of order p and clearly f ~ A. 
Conversely, given G - <A, f) t Gp with fP -1 and A an Abelian 
subgroup of index pinG, then A is normal in G and the map a 
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(afi)a - a-l r1, a £ A (i - 0, ••• , p-l), 
1 def'ines a p-automorphism of' G which inverts the elements of' A. Hence 
G t Gp has type 6 if' and only if' G has an Abelian subgroup A of' index 
p Which does not contain all the elements of' order p in G. 
{2.5.2) Example. There exist groups in Gp with an Abelian sub-
group of' index p which do not have !..automorphisma. This f'act is p 
Ulustrated bY' the group of' order 63 
G. (a, bl a21 .1, b-lab • a16, b3 - a7>. 
The unique subgroup A - < a) of' index 3 in G contains all the elements of' 
order 3. 
There can be no overlap between groups of' type 4 and type S since 
the orders of' the corresponding central f'actor groups are dif'f'erent. 
However, the f'ollowing examples show that there exist groups which are 
Simultaneously- of' type 4 and. type 6 and groups which are simultaneously 
of' type S aM type 6. 
(2.$.3) Example. The non-Abelian group or order p3 and exponent p 
is or type 4 and type 6. 
(2.5.4) Exa.l!Fle. Let T - <z, r, s) be the non-Abelian group of' 
order p3 and exponent p, where [r, sJ. z. Let 0 be the split extension 
f' 
-1 -1 < > o T bY' the automorphism z ... z, f' ... rz , s ... sf' , that is, Q. T, a , 
where aP • 1 and [a, ~ • r; [r, ~ • z-l, La, ~ • 1. 
The f'ollowing maps def'ine ~automorph1srns of' types S and 6 respeotjvely-. p 
-1 -1 -1 ( < ) ) a a ... a , s ... s , r .... r, z'" z • A • a, z ; 
a 
f3 I a ... a, (as) ... (as)-l, r ... f'-l, z ... z-l. (A
B
• (z, r, as) ). 
Max1.mal. subgroups or Sa and SB are indicated. We note that 
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CHAPTER 3. G~OUPS ~nn~ }AUTONORPHIS~'S 
SECTION (3.1) Introduotion 
We now analyse the oase where some automorphism of' Q inverts exactly 
1 2'1 GI elements. Since some Abelian groups and also soma groups of' types 
1 and 2 will be seen to tall into this category, the above condition is 
not equiValent to the condition 1(a) .~. If Q is non-Abelian we show 
that either G has an Abelian subgroup of' index 2 ot' 4 or G is nilpotent 
of class 2 with oommutator subgroup of' order 2. We note that in all oases 
G is soluble of' solubility length at most 3. 
The analySis of ~grOUPS is considerably more involved than that of' 
1 1 
> '2-gr0':lPs or p-groups and the classification is subdivided into JIlllllY' 
different types, as detailed in the structure treorems. 
SECTION (3.2) 1 Abelian ~grOUps. 
Throughout this seotion let Q denote an Abelian group of even order. 
13.2.1.) Theorem. 1 Let Q be an Abelian group with a ~automorphism. 
Then G is not of' the form C2 x N where N haa odd order. Conversely, every 
Abelian group of' even order which is not of this form has ai-automorphism. 
Eroof. Let G be of the form C x N, where N is Abelian of odd order, and 
2 
let a be a t-automorphism of' G. Since in an Abelian group elements inverted 
by an automorphism form a subgroup, we have S • N, ODd t, the uniquo involution 
a 
in G, is characteristio in a and hence (t)" • t. t-l • Thus wo have shown 
that teN, a contradiction. 
Conversely,if' G is Abelian of even order and not of the form C2 x N, 
where N has odd order, we show that G has a ~-autamorphism. We look at 
two cases. 
Case (i~. G has more than one involution: let t1 and t2 be distinot 
involutions. Thus \ t2 is also an involution. Let A be 8I.l'3' 8ubgroup of' 
index 2 in G. If' ~ , A and t2 , A then ~ t2 c A, and henoe A oontains 
at least one involution, sa:y t. The map a + a -1, BXi + a -ltx -1, for nll 
a t A, where a • A U Ax, defines a t-automorphism of' Q whose inverted set 
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is A. 
Case (ii~. G has exactly one involution t: If t i A for any subgroup 
A of index 2, then G • A x (t} where A has odd order, oontrary to 
hypothesis. Hence t £ A for some subgroup A of index 2 and again the map 
-1 -1 -1 U 1 
a .. a , ax + a tx for all a £ A, where G • A Ax, defines a ~auto-
morphism of G. 
1 For canpleteness of classification we call Abelian ~groups groups 
of Type 7. 
SECTION (3.3) Preliminary Anal.ysis. 
For the remainder of this chapter we let G denote a non-Abelian 
1 
~group. 
Exam:i:nation of the al ternat1ng group on 4 symbols, which is a 
1 
rgroup, shows that the Abelian subgroup of maxim'Wl1 order, which is a 
1 four-group, is not elementwise inverted by' any ~automorphism. Henoe there 
1 
can be no hope of an analogue of Corollary 1.2.3 for ~grouP8. With these 
facts in mind we make the, following important definition • 
1,3.3.1) Definition. Let G be non-Abelian and let B be an automorphism 
of G for which \ Sa \ • l\ G\ • ~ 
" 
Consider th~ set D • {IsB \ s C sal, which by' Lemma 1.2.1 
, 1 
is a set of ~automorphisms of G. Let A be a subgroup of mllXlm'Wl1 poss1'c1e 
order which· is elexoontwise inverted bY' a, as a ranges over the elements 
of D. 
The subgroup A is obviously Abelian and plaY's a crucial role in the 
analYSis of ~groups. We let (G I A) • n and we suppose that a is 
1 
s. rautomorphism which inverts the elements of A •. Firstly- we look at 
the relatively easY' oase where (G I A) • n • 2. 
13.3,2) Theorem. (Groups of Type 8) Let G be a non-Abelian group 
Wi th an Abelian subgroup A of index 2. Let G • A \J Ax and. let 
* A =' {a £ Alx-1ax _ a-l }. Then G has a ~automorphism whioh inverts the 
eleDlents of A it and only if G' is a proper subgroup or A * . 
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~. Since a' - [A, ~ and x -l[a, J9 x - [x, a] for all a £ A, we 
see that a' is a subgroup of A * • 
Firstly, let a be an automorphism of a such that S - A and S n Ax 
a a 
is empty. Now x2 £ A and thus (i)a - x-2 - (Xfl)2. But (x)a - a*x-l 
f *( ) _2 (* -1)2 -1 * *-1 or some a I.L £ A, and thus x • a x whence x a x • a • Now 
(ax)a • (ax)-l if and only if a* • [XI a] and hence it a is a l-autonorPhism 
then there is an element a * £ A \a' . 
Conversely, given a * £ A *\c-' a routine calculation shows that the ~pp1ng 
-1 -1 * -1 
a + a ; ax + a a x is an automorphism of a wose inverted set is 
exactly A. 
( ) . ,I.; I n 2 -1 -1> 3.).3 Example. tat Dn "~I b a • 1 • b , b ab· a • If we let 
A· <a), we see that A* • A. When n is odd we mow that a' • A* and when 
n is even we mow that a' is a proper subgroup of A. Theorem 3.3.2 now 
tells us that Dn has a ~automorph1sm of type 8 it and only if n is even. 
Now we suppose that (a : A) - n > 2. 
13.3.4) Lemma. Let A be as defined in ,3.,3.1 and let a be a ~automorphism 
of a which inverts the elements of A. Suppose that g t A and that the coset 
Ag has non-triv1al1ntersectlon with Sa. Then IAgn Sal - ICA(g)1 • ~IAI, 
where n is an integer ~ 2. 
!;roof. By hypothesis, Ag n S is not empty, so we may choose s t Sa 
a . 
such that Ag • As. Now for a £ A, (as)a • (as)-l if and only if 
a-1 -1 -1-1 s • sa. Hence 
Ag ('\ Sa • (CA (S»9 • (CA (g»s 
and the result follows. 
Since CA (g) is a subgroup'of A, we have lCA (g) I • ~IAI and ell thl.".t 
rematna is to show that n • 1 is not possible. 
For suppose that n • 1, then CA (g) • A • CA (s), where 
Ag • As and s £ Sa. The proof is completed by observing that (A, s>, 
which is contained in 5 , has order greater than that of A, contrary to 
CJ 
the definition of A. 
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At this stage we introduce some terminology which will 8implity the 
analysis. It tor g , A, the coset Ag has theproperty that lAg n ~ I • ~I Al , 
we say that Ag is a !"coset. It tor g ; A ~ Ag n Sa is empty, we say 
. n 
that Ag is an empty-coset. 
(,3.3.5) Lenuna. At most one coset ot A in Q is an empty-coset. 
l!£.2!. Suppose that Q - A U Agl U Ag2 U AS2 U ••• IJ ASn_2 is e. coset 
decomposition ot Q rel.ative to A, where A~ and A~ are distinct empty-
cosets and si e Sa (i = 2, ••• , n-2). Then, by Lemma 3.3.4, 
n-2 
(3.3.6) ISal • IAI + r ICA(si)l. 
1=2. 
But Lemma 3.3.4 also tells us that (A: CA (si» ~ 2 and hence 3.3.6 contra-
dicts the tact that ISal - ~IGI. 
(3.3.1) Theorem. 1 Let Q be a non-Abelian group with a rautomorphism 
inverting tba elements of A, where A is as defined in 3.3.1, and let 
(G : A) - n > 2. Then Q has a coset decomposition 
where Ag is an empty-coset, 8i £ Sa' 8l - 1, and (A I CA(Si» - ~ - 2, 
(i - 2, ••• , n-l) .Qli G has a coset decomposition 
(3.3.9) Q. A U A82 U AS3 U ••• U Asn , with 8i e Sa' 81 • 1 (i • 1, ••• , n) 
and the tollowing equality on the indices ~ • (A : CA (8i » holds t 
C3.3.10) n 1 1 1 i!2(2 - qi) • 2 • 
Proot. By Lemma 3.3.5 at most one coset of A in Q 1s an empty-coset. It 
exactly one coset is an empty-coset, then we get the decomposit1on 3.3.8. 
Since by Lemma 3.3.4 
n-1 
ilGI • ISa l • IAI + i!2 IcA(s1)1 
(A : CA (si» ~ 2, we must have (A I CA (si» • 2 and (i • 2, ••• , n-l). 
It every coset of A in Q has non-trivial intersection with Sa' we 
get a coset decompos1tion 3.3.9. The centralizer equal1~ 3.3.10 is now an 
immediate consequence of the fact that 
n 
Is I • llGI • IAI + I IcA(si)l. 
a 1=2 
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For any given value of n there is only a tini te number of aolutions 
of the Diophantine equation ,3.,3.10. Henoe, relative to a suitable ordering 
of the cosets of A in G, only the following cases oan arise I 
I n} ,3, ~ - 6, q,3 - 3, ~ - 2 (i • 4, ••• , n) 
.. 
(3.,3.ll) II n) ,3, ~ - q,3- q4 - ,3, ~ - 2 (i - 5, ••• , n) 
III n~ ,3, ~ - q,3 - 4, ~ - 2 (i - 4, ••• , n). 
Together with ,3.,3.8, cases ).).11. I, II~and IIIgive rise to separate 
categories of !-groups and we proceed to examine each category in turn. 
To complete this section we prove a useful Lemma. 
().,3.12) Lemma. Let G be a non-Abelian ~group and" an automorphism 
which inverts the elements of A, where A is as defined in ,3.,3.1. If Ag 
is not an empty-coset and (A l CA(g» - 2, then 
(i) (ag)2 E: A, for all a £ A, 
(ii) Every element of Ag normalizes A. 
Proof. (i) Since Ag is not an empty-coset, we oan choose s £ S such 
Q 
that Ag • As. Hence (A ; CA (as» - (A : CA (g» - 2. Consider A* - \CA (as), as) J 
for any a E: A. The ~automorph1sm IaQ inverts as and also every element of 
~A (as). Thus A* is a subgroup of SB' where B - Iaa, and hence by the 
definition ot A, IA*I , IAI. Since (A t CA(as» • 2 we have at onoe that 
(as)2 E: A and thus the square of every element ot Ag is contained in A. 
(ii) Since agag and i E: A, we have (g-2)(gag) - g-lag E: A, tor every 
a in A, and hence every element of Ag normalizes A. 
SECTION ().4) The Empty-Coset Case. 
1 In this seotion we examine ~groups G with a ooset deoomposition of 
tYPe ).,3.8, where exaotly one coset ot A in G oontains no elements in S • 
Q 
13.4.1) Theorem. Let G be a non-Abelian ~group and let Ci be a 
1 ~automorph1sm ot G whioh inverts the elements of A, with A as in ).,3.1. 
If a coset of G relative to A is an empty-ooset, then A is normal in G and 
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G/A is an elementary Abelian 2-group • 
.!!22!. Let G • A U Ag U AS2 U ••• U Asn_l , n ~ 3, 8 1 £ Sa' 81 • 1, and 
(A I CA(s1» • 2, i • 2, ••• , n-l. Assume that no element of the coset Ag 
is contained in S. By' Lemma (3.3.12), (as)2 £ A, for all a £ A, s £ S • 
a a 
Suppose now bY' way of contradiction that g-l jAg. Then g-l • as, 
for some a I: A, B £ S \A. Thus 
a 
-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 Ag • As a • Aa sa. 
But (a-1s-1a-1L ( -1 -1 -1)-1 i p - asa· a 8 a and hence Ag 8 not an enpty-ooset. 
Thus we are forced to conclude that g -1 cAg and hence g2 £ A, where g is 
an arbitrary coset representative ot the empty-coset. It follows that 
t
2 
£ A for all t in G. Thus A is normal in G and G/A is an EIQmentary 
Abelian 2-group. 
13.4.2) Lemma. If Ag is an emptY-coset, then (A I CA(g» - 1, 2, or 4. 
~. If s £ Sa Vo, we have 
CA (g) - CA (s2g) ;2 CA (s) n CA (sg). 
Now, since G/A is elementary Abelian, the cosets Asg, Ag, and A are distinct 
and hence (A : C A (sg» • 2, by Lemma 3 .3.7. Hence (A I CA (8) n CA (sg» - 2 or 4. 
Thus CA (g) contains a subgroup of index 2 or 4 in A and hence (A : CA (g» • 
1, 2 or 4. 
At this stage we introduce a convenient notation to simplify the analysis. 
Let the element8.l7 Abelian 2-group G/A be generated by~, ••• , Axxc' 
k 
n • 2 • (G : A), Xi £ Sa (i· 1, ••• , k). We let ~~ be the empty-coset. 
We note that every coset of A in G is a-invariant and hence a (suitably' 
restricted) induces an automorphism on 8.D'3 subgroup ot G which contains A. 
We now consider the various possibilities (A I CA (,.~» • 4, 2 and 1 
in turn. 
13 .4 . 3) LemIlll'" • 
then (G : A) • 4. 
,troof. 
-
We consider A* ~ (A, ~, ~ ). Now 
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* C,A (~X2) 2 CA (~) n CA (x2 ) • Z(A ) • Z. 
Thus since (A : CA(XJ.~» • 4 we have CA(,.) rf CA(~). Let us write 
CA(~) II Z U Z~, CA(x2 ) - Z U Z~, where [~, x;t -[a2, ~l • 1. Now 
A/Z is elementary Abelian of order 4, since it has two distinct subgroups 
of order 2. 
. 2 2, 
The relations [~ , ~ .[~, ~ J - limply' that [~, xJJ E: CA(~)' 
and the Witt Identity [~-l, ~, ail X2 [x2, ~-1, ~-lJ ~ [~, ~, x2]x1-1 • 1, 
gives at once that [~, ~l E: CA (~). Hence [~, ,.1 E: CA (~) (\ CA (X2) - z. 
, 2 
Thus [~, ~1 - zl E: Z, with zl - 1, zl rf 1. Similarly r.~, xi] - z2 E: Z, 
2 
z2 - 1, z2 f. 1. Now (~~, ~~1 • zl z2 "11 since CA(~~) - Z and hence 
zl rf z2. 
Now SUppose that there exists x3 E: Sa\A*. Then, since a induces 
> ~automorphisms on the groups (A, ,., x3> and. (A, X2' X3), these gr',ups 
are both of Type 2. By the Structure Theorem 1.3.13, 
[A, xi] • <Zl} • [A, x3I • \Z2) • [A, ~1 , 
contradicting the fact that ~ "I z2. 
Thus we have proved that no such x3 can exist and hence (G I A) • 4. 
Now the condition for an element z~E:a2~~X2 to be inverted by a is 
[XJ.' x21 II Zl£z/j, where Z E: Z, XJ.' X2 £ Sa. Hence,since ~~ is an 
emp.ty-coset we have 
The analysis of ~groups with an empty-coset .A.xJ. ~ for which 
(A : CA (~~» • 4 now subdivides into groups of three distinot types, 
depending on whether xi
2 (i • 1, 2) are contained in Z or not. 
13.4.5) Groups of Type 9. Let G • (A, ", ~) where ~~ is an empty-
coset, ~ and Ax2 are ~cosets, and CA (~~) - CA (~) n CA (~) - Z(G) • Z, 
the centre of G. By'Lemma 3.4.3 we know that CA (,,) • Z U Z~, CA (~) -
Z IJ Z~, where [~, x21 - 1 • (a2, ~1 , and [~, ~] and [a2, ~1 are 
distinct elements of order 2 in Z. For groups of type 9, we assume that 
2 2 ~ e Z and ~ £ Z. 
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Now (~~)2 £ CA (~~) • Z. It follows that [~, ~ • ~2 £ Z, 
and since [X12, ~ • 1, ~2 has order 2. By 3.4.4, 0' i8 elementary 
Abelian of order 8 and is contained in the centre of G. The group G/Z 
is elementary Abelian of order 16. 
We summarise our findings in the f'ollowing Structure Theorem. 
13.4.6) Theorem. Let G be a non-Abelian f-grOUP, ~~ an empty-coset 
for which {A : C A (" ~» - 4 and suppose tha t ~ 2 and ~ 2 are both contained 
in CA (,,~) • CA (XJ.) n CA (~) • Z, the centre of G, with A as in (3.3.1). 
Then G/ A • < ~, ~ > is elementary Abelian of' order 4. G is nilpotent 
of class 2 with elementary Abelian commutator subgroup (zl' z2' ~2 > of 
order 8. G/Z· < Z~, Za2, z,., ~ > is elementary Abelian of order 16, 
and the f'ollowing commutator relations hold: 
[~J a2] • [~, ~1 • [~, XU • lJ [ai' %11 • zi (1 • 1, 2) and (,., ~] • ;'2. 
1 Conversely, every such group has a T8utomorphism (J de.f'1ned by 
£1 £2 ~l ~2 -1 -£1 -£2 -~l -a2 (z~ a2 " ~ )a - z ~ a2 ~ ~ , 
for all zeZ, ei - 0,1, 6i - 0,1, (i -1,2). 
(3.4.7) Groups of Type 10. As in (3.405) we let o· (A, ;" x2>, where 
. 1 
Axl x2 is an empty-coset, ~ and ~ are Tcosets, and 
CA (,.x2 ) - CA (,.) " CA (~) • Z(G) • z, the centre of' o. In addition A!Z • 
<~ Z, 8 2Z') is el~entary Abelian of order 4 and (A I CA (X]. ~» -, 4. Again 
[~, xJ - [a2, xiJ - 1 and ~, XV and [~, XV are distinct elements of 
exactly 
order 2 in Z. For groups of' type 10 we assume that! one of' the two elements 
2 2 2 l). and ~ (~, say) is contained in Z. 
2 2 ~'7 2 2 Since ~ £ Z, ~ e CA (~)~, we have XJ. • z3 and ~ • ~ z4. Since 
2 (,,~) e Z it follows that [xt' x;t • ~z12' with ;'2 c Z. The relaticn 
[~2, ~1 • 1 now gives (~;'2)2 • zl' and thus G' - (Z2' ~z12)isisomo.rph1o 
to C2 x C4• We can now give 8 structure theorem to summarise our findinas. 
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.0.4.8) Theorem. Let G be a non-Abelian ~group, ~~ an empty-coset 
tor which (A : CA(~~» • 4 and suppose that ,,2 t CA("~) • Z but 
~ 2 i Z, with A as in ).).1. Then G/A • <Ax]" ~)is element8.l7 Abelian 
ot order 4 and A/Z • < Z~, Z~) is also e1ementl1l'1 Abelian ot order 4. 
a has Abelian commutator subgroup (Z2' ~ ~2) which is isomorphic to 
C2 x C4• G/Z. (Z~, z,., ~) is isomorphio to 1\ x C2, and the tollowing 
commutator relations hold: 
[~, ~1 • [~, ~] • [~, ~1 • 1, [ai' Xi] • zi and [~, ~1 • ~ zl2' whoro 
zi has order 2 in Z and (~~2)2 • ~ (i· 1, 2), and '12 t Z. 
Conversely, any such group has a l-automorphism a defined by 
'I £2 ~1 ~2 -1 -£1 -'2 -~1 -~2 (Z~ a2 ~ ~ )a· z ~ ~ ~ ~ 
tor all z £ Z, £i' ~i • 0, 1, (i· 1, 2). 
().4.9) Groups of type 11. Again we let a • (A, ~, ~>, where ~~ 
1 . 
is an empty-coset, ~ and ~ are r-0osets, and C A (~~) • C A (,,) () C A (~) • 
Z(G) • Z, the centre of G. In addition A/Z • < Z~, Za2) is e1emental7 
Abelian ot order 4 and (A I CA (~~» • 4. Again [~, ~1 • [a2, X],1 • 1, 
and [~, ~1 and [a2, ~1 are distinot elements ot order 2 in Z. For 
2 2 groups of type 11 we asS'UD1e that neither ot the elements ~ ,~ is oontained 
in Z. 
2 2 2 
Since Xi £ CA (xiN (i • 1, 2), we have;, • ~z) and ~ • ~z4. 
Now 1t follows that [~, ~] • ~a2z12' with ~2 t Z. By expressing the 
commutator ~, ~ 2] in two different wqs we tind (~~~2)2 • ~z2. Thus 
at. (Zl' ~a2Z12) is isomorphio to C2 x C4-
F1nally, we give another structure theorem • 
. 
..u.4.l(ll) Theorem. Let G be a non-Abelian ~group, ~~ an empty-ooset 
tor which (A : CA(~x2» • 4 and suppose that %12, ~2 ; CA(;'~) • Z, the cE\%ltr 
With A as in ).).1. Then G/A. <bJ.' ~) is elementary Abel1an ot ordar 
4 and A/Z • (z~, Z~) is also elementarr Abelian of order 4. Q haa 
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Abelian canmutator subgroup <~, ~ a2~2) which 1s isomorphio to C2 x C4 • 
G/Z • < ~, ~) is isomorphic to t.he group 
~; ml14 • 1 • m4, [1, mJ • 12m2 , [x,y,t] = 1 for all X,y,t) and the following 
commutator relations hold: 
['1.' a21 • Cal! ~] • [a2, ~ • 1, [ai' xJ • zi and [~, ~1 • ~~z12' 
where 11 has order 2 in Z and (~a2z12)2 • ~z2 (i - 1, 2) and z12 t Z. 
. 1 
Conversely, any such group has a rButomorphisl'I1 a defined by' 
E1 E2 151 62 -1 - E1 -£2 -61 -62 (z~ a2 :lCJ. ~ )a· Z ~ ~ ~ ~ , 
tor all Z E Z, Ei , 6i • 0, 1, (i • 1, 2). 
We next turn our attention to the case where ~~ is an empty-coset 
tor which (A : C A (" x2» - 2, where ~ and ~ are f-oosets. 
13.4.U) Lemma. It ~ : CA ("x2» - 2, where ~~ is an empty-ooset, then 
G/ A is elementary Abelian of order 4. 
b'oof. By (3.4.1) G/A is elementary Abel1an(of order >2}so we need only 
show that (G : A) • 4. We consider two oases. 
(1) CA(~) ~ CA(~). Let A* - <A,,., ~> and thus Z(A*)· CA(~) n CA(~)·Z. 
Now A/Z • < Z~, Za2> is non-cycli~ of order 4 since it has two distinct 
sUbgroups of index 2. Let CA (,,) - Z U Z~, CA (~) • Z U Z~, where 
Cal! ~1 - [a2, xi] - 1. The relations [~2, :1].] • 1 • [~, ~~ imply 
that [~, ~1 E C A (,,), and the Witt Identity 
-1 
[ ~ -1, ~, aJ] ~ [~, ~ -1, ~ -lJ al [~, :IJ.' xJ Xl • 1 
ilnpl.1es that [~, ~] E CA (~). Hence [~, ,,1 • ;, ot order 2 in Z 
end similarly [a2, ~1 • z2 ot order 2 in Z. Now CA (,,~) • (Z, ~ '-2) 
and thus it toilows that [~a2' ~~1 • 1 • zl z2' whence;, • 12 ·z. 
Let a be a ~automorphiSl11 of G which inverts the elements ot A. 
It is clear that a induces a ~autOl11OrphiSl11 on A * • The condit1on tor an 
eleJllent ot ~~ to be inverted by a is (~Ya2fJ~~)a. (~Y~\~r1 and 
en eas1 calculation gives [~, ~] • zy+6. Henoe~since ~~ is an 
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empty-coset we have 
(3.4.12) [~I xJ ; < z) • 
* Now suppose bY' wq ot contradiction that there exists x) £ Sa \A and 
, ' assume tor convenience that XJ. and ~ are both in Sa' Clearly- a induces 
> j-automorphiems on the groups (AI~' x) and~, X2' x) and these 
groups are both of type 2. By Theorem (1.).1) we have (A, ,,1 • rA, x~ • 
(z). [A, ~l, and the elements [X]" x) and~, xj are both in (z>. 
In addition A - CA (x» \J a) CA (x), with [a), xj1 , [a), xiJ, and [0.)' ~] 
all contained in (z > .
Since G/A is elementary Abelian ~~x) ; ~~ and hence ~~x) is 
1 B Y cS B Y ~ -1 
a reoset. It follows that (~' ~ a) ~x2x)):a • (~ a2 &) ,,~x3) for 
some B, Y, and cS. The commutator relations now give easily- that 
~, ~1 £ (z), contradicting 3.4.12. 
(ii) CA(~) - CA(~) - CA("~)' ~tt1ngA* - (A,,,, X2) we have 
CA (~) • Z(A*) • Z. Thus A - Z U aZ, with Ca, x11 • zi of order 2 in 
Z (i • 1, 2). Since Cal ~X;J ; 1 we have zl -; z2' Again suppose that 
there exists ~) £ S~ * . It is clear that a induces > ~automorphislll8 
On the grOUPSQ-1 ~, x» and (AI ~, X3) and hence these groups are both 
ot tyPe 2. Theorem 1.).1) now tells us that 
[A, ~1 • <zl} - [AI xjJ • [A, x;l • (z2) and this 
contradiction establishes the lemma that (0 I A) • 4 in all cases. 
We now consider in detail the case where (A I CA (,,~) • 2 and. 
CA (~) ; CA (~). 
13.4.13) Lemma. (~~)2 £ CA (,,) n CA (~) • Z, the centre of O. 
!!0<2!. Since G/A is an elementary Abelian 2-group, (X], ~)2 is oontained 
in A. Hence (~~)2a • (:;.~)-2, and ass\l1dng that ~and ~ are in Sa' an 
easy Calculation gives {~:;.)2 _ (,,~)2. It tollows that [Xi' (~~)i • 1 
tor 1 • (1, 2) and. hence (~~)2 £ Z. 
The analySis now subdivides into three cases depending on whether the 
elelllents ~ 2 and ~ 2 lie in Z or not. 
I 
l 
~l 
2 Groups of tYpe 12. For this type we assume that ~ c Z and 
By Lemma (3.4.13), (JC].~)2 £ Z and henoe [", ~] • ~2 ot 
order 2 in Z. By the proof of 3.4.11, Gt • < z, ~2) 1s elementary-
Abelian ot order 4 and contained in the oentre of G. G/Z· < Z~, Z~,' 
z;" ~ > is elementary Abelian of order 16. Thi8 oompletes the analysis 
of groups of type 12 and we give a structure theorem • 
.-';.4.12) Theorem. Let G be a non-Abelian ~group, ~~ an empty-coset 
fO; \rhich ;A : CA (~~» • 2, CA (,,) ~ CA (~), and suppose that the elements 
~ and ~ are both oontained in Z, the oentre of G, with A as in ,3.3.1. 
Then a/A • < ~, ~ > and A!Z • " Z~, Z~ > are both elementary Abelian 
of order 4. a 1s nilpotent of olass 2 with elementar.y Abelian commutator 
subgroup (z, ~2) of order 4. G/Z - < z~, z~, z", Zx.z) is 
elementar,y Abelian of order 16 and tho following oommutator relations hold: 
[~, aJ • [~, x21 • [~, xiJ • 1 J [a1, xJ • z and [", ~l • ~2 • 
Conversely, any such group has a ~automorphism a defined by 
* £1 £2 61 62 *-1 -c1 -t2 - 151 - 152 
(z ~ a2 " ~ )a. z ~ ~ " ~ 
tor all z* £ Z, e, 6 • 0 or 1 (i • 1, 2). 
i i 
I~ ex~ctly 
.1;.4.16) Groups of tYpe 13. For this type we asswne that/one ot the 
elements JC]. 2, ~ 2 (~2 , s a:y) is oontained in Z. By ~JIIIlI1 .3.4.13, 
(~x2)2 E: Z and henoe [", ~ • ~ z12' sinoe ~ 2 c ~ Z. The relAtion 
[~2 , ~] • 1 impl1es that (~zl2)2 • z, where [~, ;.1 • [~, ~ • z. 
Thus Gt • (~~2> is oyclio of order 4. G/Z· < Zll],' ~Z, a2z) 1s 
isomorphio to D x C 4 2· 
.0.4.17) Theorem. Let G be a non-Abelian t-group, ~~ an anpty-ooset 
fO; which (A : CA (JC].~» • 2, CA (,.) f CA (~) and s~pose that" 2 c Z, 
~ ;. Z ldlere Z 1s the oentre of G, with A as in 3.3.1. Then 
G/A • (~, ~ > and A/Z • < Z~, Z~ > are both elementary Abelian 
of order 4. G has Abelian commutator subgroup < ~~2> whioh 115 oyolio 
of order 4. G/Z. (~, x2Z, ~Z > is isomorphio to ~ x C2 and the 
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following commutator relations hold: 
['1.' ~1 • (~, ~1 • [a2, ,.1 • 1 J [~, xil • z of order 2 in Z (1 ~ 1, 2)J 
[~, ~1 • ~ z12' where ~2 £ Z and (~~2)2 • z. 
Conversely, a:ny such group has a t-automorphi811l 0 defined by 
( * t], £2 61 62 *-1 -q -£2 -61 -~2 z ~ ~ ~ ~ )0. z ~ ~ ,. ~ , 
for all z* £ Z, £i' 8i - 0 or 1 (i • 1, 2) • 
.0.4.18) Groups of type 14. For this type we assume that neither of the 
el t 2 2 2 
emen s ~ ,~ is contained in Z, the centre of G. Hence ~ c Z~ and 
2 2 ~ £ Z~. By Lemma 3.4.1), ("x2 ) £ Z and hence ~, ~] • ~~~2' 
with ~2 £ Z. The relation [~, ~ 2J - z gives (~a2~2)2 - 1. Hence 
G' • < z, ~a2z12> is elementary Abelian of order 4. G/Z - (ZX:L' ~), 
with 4 4 r: 2 2 ~ , ~ E: Z and ~, x2] £ z,. ~. Once again we give a structure 
theorem. 
J.3.4.l9) Theorem. Let G be a non-Abelian ~group, ~~ an I empty-
coset for which (A : CA (~X2» - 2, CA (,.) ; CA (~) and suppose that ~ 2 c Z~, x22 E: Z~, with A as in 3.).1. Then G/A· <~, ~>and 
A/z • < Z~, za2)are both e lement&ry Abelian of order 4. G has 
COJllll'lutator subgroup < ti, ~ a2~2 > which is element8l'1 Abelian ot order 4. 
G/Z • <~, ~>, where" and ~ have order 4 (mod. Z) and [", ~] 
2 2 
t ~ ~. Moreover, the following commutator relations hold I 
['1.' a2] • [~, ~] • [a2, "J • lJ [ai' Xi] • Z ot order 2 in Z, for 1 • 1, 2 J 
[~, ~] • ~a2zl2J 
Conversely-, any such group has a l-automorphism a defined by 
( * E:}. £2 ~ ~ ~1 -'1 -1:2 -~ •. ~ Z ~ a2 ~ ~ )a. z ~ ~ ~ ~ ,for all 
* Z E: Z, £1' 61 • 0 or 1 1. (1, 2). 
To complete our analysis of groups with an empty-ooset A;,~ for whioh 
(A : CA(~~» • 2, we turn to the case CA(:;') • CA(~) • CA(;'~). 
13.4.20) Groups ot type 15. By Lemma ).4.11, a/A • <~, ~'> 
18 e1eDlentary Abelian ot order 4 and thus CA (,,) • CA (~) • CA (;,~) • Z, 
the centre of G. Let A • Z V Za • part (1i) ot the proot of Imnma ).4.11 
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tells US that [a, ~] • ;. and [a, x;l • z2 are distinct elements ot order 
2 in Z. 
1 Now the condition that an element of ~:X:2 be inverted by a rauto-
1IlOrphism a is (ai~~)a • (ai~~)-l. I.t we assume that both ~ and ~ 
belong to Sa' a little calculation shows that this condition reduces to 
[" J ~1 e < ~ z2>. Since ~ ~ is an empty-coset, we have 
(,., ~1' <~z2)· 
2 2 ' Because the elements ~ , ~ , and (" ~)2 are all oontained in Zit 
follows that [JI].' ~l - z 12 is oontained in Z. Moreover, the relation 
(,,
2
, ~] • 1 tells us that z12 has order 2. 
Henoe G has elementary Abelian commutator subgroup <~, z2' ~2) of 
order 4 or 8, depending on whether ~2 is equal to one of the elements 
;.' z2 or not. G/Z. (Za, Z~, ~) is elementary Abelian of order 8. 
D.4.21) Theorem. let G be a non-Abelian ~group, ~~ an empty-coset 
for lVhich (A : CA (,,~» - 2, 'CA (,.) • CA (~) • Z the centre of 0, with A 
as in 3.3.1. Then a/A. (Ax]! ~) is elementary Abelian of order 4 and 
A/Z • (Za) has order 2. G is nilpotent of olass 2, with commutator 
subgroup < zl' z2' z12 ~ elementary Abelian of order 4 or 8, depending on 
whether z12 is equal to one of the elements ;. , z2 or not. G!Z· 
(Za, ~, ~'> is elementary' Abelian of order 8 and the followi.ng 
commutator r~lations ho1dt 
ta, Jl].1 - zl' [a, ~] - z2' [~, ~1 - z12· 
Conversely, any such group has a ~automorphism Q defined by 
( i £1 £2 -1 -i -£1 -£2 
za ~ ~ ):&. z a,. ~ , 
for all Z £ Z . 1 2 
, £ j - 0, 1, i - 0, 1, 1 - , • 
To complete this section we must consider the case where ~X2 is an 
emptY-coset for which A • CA(~~). 
ll.4.22) Lemma. let G be a non-Abelian ~grOUP for which Ax:l~ is an 
emptY-coset with (A : C (x..x » _ 1 and suppose that (Q I A) > 4. Then 
I G'I A J. 2 
• 2. 
Proof. 
-
If CA (~) rf CA (~) we can find an element of A which canmutes 
ldth ~ and ~~ but not with~. This contradiction shows that 
CA(~) • CA (~) • Z «A, ,., ~») · Z. IBt A - Z U Za and as before 
[a, xll • zi of order 2 in Z (i - 1, 2). Now (a, ~~] • zl z2 • 1 
and hence ~ • z2 • z. 
Since (G : A) > 4 there exists x) e Sa \<A, ", ~). It is clear 
that the groups < A, ~, x) and < A, ~, x» are both of' type 2 and by 
theorem 1.).13 we have 
[A, XJ.] - [A, xJl - (A, x2] - <z>. 
In add! tion, (~, x~ and. [~, x31 are both contained in < I) • 
Now, sinoe AXJ.~ is an empty-ooset, ohoosing" and ~ to lie in SCI' 
we have (~, :x;J ; 1. By hypothesis, the coset Ax:L~x) is a ~ooset and 
a s:Unple oalculation gives [", ~ £ (z>. Sinoe [", ~1 ; 1, we have 
t~, ~1 - z and thus any oomm'l.'t3.tor in G is 1 or z. 
If we now drop the restriction that (0 I A) > 4 we are lef't with 
the following possibilities. 
(1) (G: A) ~ 4 and I G'I • 2 J 
(11) (G: A) = 4 and I G'I > 2 • 
Consider first the case where (0 I A») 4 and Ot • (I), whore z has 
, 2 2 
order 2 and is contained in Z, the oentre of' O. Sinoe [0 , cg • @' cq • 1 
tor all c, d £ G we see that G/Z is an elementary Abelian 2-group. By 
3.4.1, G/A • <~, ~, ... , ~ ') is elementary Abelian ot order 2k. 
Let A· CA(~) U CA(xi)a for i - 1,2, and let A - C.A(~) LJ C,A.(ltj,)o.i' tor 
3 , i ~ k. If we write <A, ,,~') . B, we "hall find that the structure 
ot G can be more easily' obtained with the help of B. 
By Lemma ).4.22, [a, XJ.1 - [a, ~l • [", ~1 • I, ot order 2 in Z, 
the centre of G. Thus [~~ -1- [a;.~, ~], and hence the centre ot 
(A,~, ~> is CA(~)U CA(X].)a X].~. Now consider x) t: S~A, ;,,~), 
ldth A - C,A (x) U CA (x)a)_ Since (A, ~, X3) has type 2, C,A. (,,) 'I C,A. (x) 
and it fOllows that we can choose a3 such that [a), xJJ • [&)' ~ • 1 and 
4S 
(aJI Xjl • z. It [~, xJl • z then [aTi, X31 • 1 and henoe we rnq 
choose the coset representatives " and ~ to oommute with x3 • It i. 
* now clear that CB(x,3) • CA (x,3) U CA (x,3)a,,~, and thnt the oentre Z ot 
the group (A, :x:t' ~, x,3 '> • (B, ~, x,3) is (CA (,,) U CA (~)UJ.~) n 
(CA(x,3) VCA(x,3)ax1~)' w:Lth B/Z* • (Z*a, Z*a,3'> elementar,r Abelian ot 
order 4. 
An obvious argument 'bJt' induction now gives us the following structure 
theorem. 
13.4.23) Theorem. (Groups ot type 16). Let a be a non-Abelian }group, 
A;,x2 an empty-coset tor which (A : CA (~~» • 1 and suppose that la'i = 2, 
with A as in ).).1. Then G is nilpotent ot class 2 with conunutator 
subgroup < z,,> ot order 2. GI A • < ~, ~, ... , ~) is elementary 
Abelian ot order 2k and GIB. (~, Bx), ••• , ~) is elementaI7 Abelian 
ot order 2k-l, where B • <A, :x:t ~). It ~ • CA (,,) () CA (x,3) r. ••• ('\ CA (~), 
then Z, the centre ot G.is g1ven by Z • ~ U ~~~, where A - CA (,,) U 
CA (~,>a. BIz· < Za, Za3, ••• , Z~) is elementary Abelian ot order 2k- l • 
G/Z • < Za, Z&,3' ••• , Z~, z", Zx,3' ••• , Zxxc) i8 elementary Abelian ot 
order 2
2k
-2 and the following commutator relations holda 
[xiI x j ] • [ai' ajJ • 1, 1, i, j , k, except that 
[Xl! x21 • z; [a1, xjl • 1, i r j, [ai' x11 • z, ,3 ~ i E kJ 
[a, Xi] • 1 i f 1, 2; [a, XJ.l • [a, ~] • z. 
Conversely, any such group has a ~automorphi8m a defined by 
• E1 E2 E) Ek --1 -£1 -'2 -cJ ·'k (~ ~ x,3 ••• 4k )a· a" x2 %,3 ••• ~ 
tor all a*tA, ti • 0, 1, 1 ~ 1 , k, 
It will be noticed that groups ot type 2 are identioal with groups ot 
tyPe 16, where the subgroup A ot theorem 1.3.1,3 is replaoed by the ISub&roup 
B ot theorem 3.4.2,3. 
All that now remains is to consider the casa where (a I A)- 4 and 
I G 'I » 2. We omit the now tamiliar analysis and state the structure 
theorem. 
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il.4.24) Theorem (Groups of type 17). Let G be a non-Abellan l-,roup, 
AxJ.~ an empty-coset for which (A I CA (,,~» • 1, with A as in 3.3.1, and 
Suppose that IG'I > 2. Then G is nilpotent ot elMS 2 with oOmll1\1tator 
subgroup G' • < z, ~2) elementary Abelian ot order 4. G/ A • <. ~, ~) 
is elementary Abelian ot order 4 and A/Z - (aZ)hu order 2, where 
CA (,,) • CA (~) • Z, the centre ot G. G/Z· (za, ~,~) is 
e1ement9.l7' Abelian ot order 8 and the tollowing commutator relations hold. 
Conversely, 
( * £ Z a 
tor all z* £ Z, 
[a, :1].] • [a, ~] • zJ [,., ~] • ~. 
any suoh group has a t-automorph1&ml U defined 1>7 
£1 £2 *-1 -£ -£1 -£2 
;, ~ )a. z a;, ~ , 
t - 0, 1, t i • 0, 1 (1· 1, 2). 
SECTION (3.5) 1 The n-Coset Case. 
We now turn our attention to oondition 3.3.11.1 and throughout this 
section G will. denote a non-Abelian ~group tor which A (as defined in 
3.3.1) gives rise to a ~coset and a j-coset • 
.005.1) Lemma. The subgroup A is normal in 0 and O/A is an elementary 
Abelian 2-group. 
Proot. It (A : CA (x» - 2, it follows £rom lemma 3.3.12 that (ax)2 belongs 
to A tor all a in A. Assume therefore, by way ot contradiction, that 
(A I CA (x» • 6 but {ax)2 t A, tor some a c: A. Thus A(ax)2 I A and hence 
the cosets Ax and Ax-la-l are distinct. But C
A 
(x) • 0A (x-1 ) • 0A (x-la-l ) 
and thus at least two cosets ot A in 0 are ~c08eta, contradioting oondition 
3.3.U. I. Hence (ax)2 t A for all a in A and we obtain a s1m1lar result 
it we assume that (A : CA (x» .). Thus (ax)2 c A tor every a c A, x t A. 
Since x
2 
£ A and axax £ A it follows that x-lax £ A, tor all a in A. Thus 
A is normal in G and G/A"is an elementary Abelian 2-group. 
1l.s.2) Le 
- _ lIlma. The index of A in G is 4. 
k 02!. B.r lemma 3.5.1, (0 I A) is a multiple ot 4 and hence at least one 
COSet ot A in G, ~ say, is a l-c08et. Let ~ be a tcoaet and assume, 
".7 
Without loss of generality, that ~ and ~ both belong to SCI' where CI 1s 
1 
a rautomorphism of G which inverts the elements of A. Then 
CA (~) • CA (~2~) ~ CA (~) fl CA (~~). 
where (A : CA (,,~» • 2, 3, or 6. Now, since O/A 1s elementarr Abelian, 
the c08ets ~, ~, and ~~ are distinct and hence (A I CJ. (,,~» ~ ), 
since there is a unique j-coset of A in O. The possibility (A I CA (,.~). 2 
is also ruled out because CA (~), a subgroup of index .3 in A, cannot contain 
a subgroup of index 2 or 4 in A. Hence (A : CA (,,~» • 6. 
Suppose now that there exists x3 ' <A, ", ~,>. Then (A & CA (x3» • 2 
and by an argument similar to the above (A : CA (x)~» • 6. Since there 
i8 a unique }-coset of A in G, Ax3~ - ~ ~ and thus Ax) • ~, a 
contradiction. Hence G/A - <~. ~) is elementary Abelian of order 4. 
We are now able to introduce the following notation to describe the 
structure of O. O/A - <~. ~>, with ". ~ £ SCI' 
CA(XJ,) f\CA(x2 ) - CA(XJ,~) - Z, the centre of O. A -<Z, ~ , where A/z is 
cyclic of order 6. Hence CA (~) • Z U Za2 U Za4 and CA (~) • Z U Za). 
Consider now A * - < CA (,,), V which is a subgroup of maximUlll order 
in Sa' with (0 : A*) - 4. In addition, A*/Z is cyclio of order 6. Now tr.. 
coset A*a is a ~coset and thus only the possibilities ).).8 and ).).11 I 
and III can arise. The possibUitq 3.).11. III is ruled out by the taot 
that (A* I Z) • 6 and. hence by theorems ).4.1 and )05.1, A* is normal in 
o and G/A* 1s elementary Abelian of order 4. Finally, it follows that since 
A()A* • CA (~), O/CA (~) is elementary Abelian of order 8. 
Thus we have proved that all commutators belong to CA (~) and we now 
proceed to investigate the possibUities for [a. ~], [a, ~], and~, ~]. 
The relations [a). ~] - 1 • [a, x/J imply that [a, ~1) • 1 and 
[a, x2J~ - ~. ~] 2. It follows that (a, ~ 18 oontained in CA (" ~A (~) 
and thus [a, x2J - a2z2 or a4z2, With 12 t Z. If [a, ~ • 8 212' then 
the relation a _ ~ .. 2~ 2 implies that a8 £ Z, a contradiction. Henoe 
[a, ~1 • a4z2, with a12z23 • 1. 
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The possibilities for [a, ,,1 are ;" a2;. and a4;., with '1 c Z. 
The relations [a, ~ 1 · 1 .' [a2 , ~] easily rule out the possibUities 
2 4 
a ~ and a zl and thus [a, ~1 • ~, of order 2 in Z. 
Finally, 'We consider [~, ~] • If~, ~1 £ a2Z, then [a4", ~] £ Z 
and if [~, x21 e a4z, then [a2~, x2] £ Z. Hence by a suitable adjustment 
ot coset representatives (whioh does not aftect the values of [a, ,,1 and 
[a, ~1) 'We can ensure that [", X2] • ;'2 lies in Z, the centre of Q. 
Since G/CA (~) is an elementary Abelian 2-group, [~, ~ 2] • 1 and thus 
2 1 
;'2 • 1. Now suppose that a ~~ £ Sa' An easy calculation gives 
z. • a41 1 1 r:! 41 f _..L~ h it ~2 zl z2 ' tor some 1, 0 ~ 1 ,~. Hence a £ Z, rom w,~c 
tollows that 1 - 0 or J. It 1 • 0, then [~, %21 • 1. It 1 • 3, then 
• 12 3 3 ~2 a zl z2 -;" and thus [~, ~1 • 1. Hence, by a suitable adJust-
ment ot ooset representative it necessary, we oan always choose ~ and ~ 
to commute. 
'1'0 conolude this section we oolleot our results in a structure 
theorem. 
1305.3) '1'heorem (Groups or type 18). Let Q be a non-Abelian t-group 
whose coset deoomposition relative to A involves a ~coset, with A as in 
3.3.1. '1'hen G/A • < ~, ~) is elementary Abelian of order 4. The 
centre of G, Z, is given by 0A (~) n CA (~) • 0A (~~), and A!Z • < Za) 
is CYclic ot order 6. G has Abelian OOIllIllUtator subgroup G' • <&4Z11.2) 
whioh is cycllo of order 6. G/Z., (za, Zx:L, zx2) is isomorphio to 
D xC' 3 2 x C2 subjeot to the relations: 
~, ~1 • ;. of order 2 in ZJ [a, ~1 • a4z2 of order :3 with '2 c ZJ ~, X;1 • 1. 
Conversely, every such group has a t-automorphism a defined by 
(z 1 j k) -1 -1 -j -k a~x2 a-Z a" x2 ' 
tor aJ.J. 
Z e Z, 0, 1 ,S, 0, j, k, 1. 
U.S.h) Examples. '1'he direct produot of the dihedral groupe of orders 
6 and 6 is an example of a group of type 18. In fact, the direot produot 
.. 9 
of a tgrOUP and a ~grouP is always a f-grOUP of type 18. 
SECTIO!! .3.6. The Case of Three j-cosets. 
1 Throughout this section let G denote a non-Abelian rgroup such that 
three distinct cosets of A in G are j-c08ets. 
13.6.1) Lemma. The index of A in G is 4. 
Proot. By ).).11. II we need ~nl.y show that no coset of A in G is a 
1
rooset. Assume therefore that ~ is a rooset cmd let ~ bo Q ,)OO8ot. 
Consider now the coset Ax:!. ~ • If Ax:!. ~ • A, then ;, ~ c A and hence 
-1 -1) () :;, • ~ ,tor some a £ A. If follows that CA (l1.) • CA (~ • CA ~ , a 
contradiction, since' (A : C A (x],» - 2 and (A , C A (~ » • ) • Now, since 
2 
:;, I: A by lemma ).).12, 
C A (x2) - C A (JC]. 2~) 2 C A (;, ~) n C A (;, ) • 
It (A I C A (~~» • 2, then C A (JC]. ~) t"\ ('A (:;,) has index 2 or 4 in A. and 
hence oannot be contained in CA (~) which has index .3 in A. It follows 
that ~x2 is a tcoset and clearl,. ~~ .;~. Let ~~, ~, and 
Ax) be the three distinct j-cosets of A. in G. By the above argument the 
Coset ~x) is a tcoset and hence ~x) must be equal to ~~ or ~, 
since clearly ~ x) .; Ax). 
Firstl,., sUPPOse that ~x) -~. Therefore,.". ~x) ~l, tor lome 
a I: A. By lemma ).).12, (8.X].)2 _ a;.~x)-l belonas to A and thus 
A;,~ • Ax), a contradiction. Similarl,., the assumption ~x.3 • A;,~ 
leads to the contradicti;)n that ~ _ Ax). Henoe no i-coset can exist in 
this oase and the lemma is proved. 
1l.6.2) !..emma. The subgroup A is not normal in G. 
12:02£. Suppose, by wa,- of contradiction that A is normal in G and oonsider 
first the possibility that G/A is cyclic of order 4. Let G· (A, g>, 
~~ 4 1 hi g I: A, with g - ax, a £ A, and x I: SCot where ex is a rautOl1\orp em 
whioh inverts the elements ot A. Now the subgroup B • (CA. (x), ax) i8 
1nv .-' 1 
el'ted b,. the -automorphism I ex and B has coset decOl1\position 
2 a ' 
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CA(X) UCA(x)(ax) U C
A
(X)(ax)2 U CA(X)(ax)3U... But 3ICA(x)1 • IAI ~ IBI, 
whioh implies that (ax)3 • ; £ AJ a contradiction since (Ag)is cyclio ot 
order 4. 
Thus we may assume that a/A • (~,~) is elemontal7 Abelian ot 
order 4. If CA (,.) • CA (~)J then CA (:;.) • CA (,.~) • Z, the centre ot o. 
In this case O/Z has 10 elements which satisfy' (Zg)2 • Z and hence muat 
be elementary Abelian. This is 8 contradiction since lo/z I • 12. 
There remains the possibUi tQ that C A (;, ) J C A (~), and C A (" ~) are 
distinct subgroups of index 3 in A. Let A • <CA(~)' ~) • <CA(~)' "2)' 
with a1
3
E, c.~~t,~, 8 2] • 1 • ~, ~lJ for 1 • 1, 2. Since A 1s assumed 
to be normal. in a, "-l~,, is 01 , ~cl' or ~2cl' where ~ l1es in 
C A (~) • < Z, a2) and Z is the centre of o. Now tl1e poss1bUity ~ is 
~,_ -1 -2 2 2 
eae....., excluded so assume that" ~,.. ~~. Now ~ .:;. ~:;. • ~Ql 
and thus "l2 • 1. F1nR"Y):IJ.-l~2". (:;.-1~:;.)2 • a
1
201
2 
• ~2, a contz.-
diction. 
Thus x1-
l
a1x1 • a1
2
c1, with 01 E CA (~), 1 • 1, 2. An applioation ot 
the W1tt Ident1ty gives 
[~-1, ~-1, a2-1]~ [~, ~, ,.-1]82-1 ["2-l ,:IJ.' ~]X1-l • 1 
trom which 1t follows that ("2' ~] c CA (XJ.). It follows that 
c2 £ CA (,,) n CA (~) - Z, and similarly "l t Z. 
Suppose now that (,,~)-1~ la2m(XJ.~) • ~ 1"2 m. Using the relations 
11  
"ust der1ved, 8 straightforward calculation g1ves ~ "'2 'Z, which 1mplies 
that CA(~~). Z. This contradicts the fact that (A & CA("x2»· 3 
and the lemma is established. 
If l £ A for all ginO, then A is normal in O. Henoe there exists 
'1 t d\IL such that '1'2 ~ A. Now '1' • ag, for a , A, g £ Sa' where a is a 
l-automorphism inverting the elements of A. If' we consider B • (CA (g), a~ , 
the usual argument gives (ag)3 • y3 E A. Hence A::I and Ay-l are distinot 
coaets. Without loss of' generality, we may assume that y c Sci since other-
Wise Iaa inverts 7 and the elements of B and. the structure of' 0 (mod B) is 
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s1JniJ.a:r to the structure ot G (mod A). 
Let Ax, with x C Sa' be the remaining 3-coset ot A in G. Since 
(A)II - A, (4)11 • 4-1 we have (Ax)a • Ax • Ax-l • Thus x2 I: A • 
.0.6.3) Lelll1!.a. If Z is the centre ot G t.hew\.G!Z 18 isomorphio to the 
alternating group on tour symbols. 
Proot. Consider the coset A:q. Clearly A7:y carmot be equal to any' ot 
the coseta A, 4, and .Ay-l. Thus A:xy • Ax and hence CA (x) • CA (JQ"). 
Now, sinoe x2 E: A, 
CA (y) • CA (x
2y) 2 CA (x) " CA (xy) • CA (x). 
It follows that CA (x) • CA (y) • CA (y-l) • Z, the centre 0:£ G. Thus G/Z baa 
order 12. Now because (G I A) • 4, there 1s a hOlllomorphim 0:£ G into S4' 
the 8Y1IJIIletrio group on four symbols, whose kernei'is Core A • Z. But A4 
is the only subgroup of order 12 in S4 and hence G/Z is isomorphic to A4 • 
Let A ~<Z, a), with a3 I: Z. Now (x-la.x)a • (x-lax)-l, sinoe x2 c A 
1 ' 
and hence X-ax £ S. We claim that A 1s self-nonnallzing sinee otherwise 
. . a 
G/Z has a subgroup Na(A)/Z ot index 2, contradicting the well known fact 
that A4 has no subgroup ot index 2. It follows that x-lax t A, since cther-
wis ---, -1 -1 with Z Sin e x nou&C:U.izes A. Hence x ax· YZ2 or Y 12, 12 c. ce y 
and -1 -1 y can be interchanged, we define y by putting x ax· YZ2. 
Now, since A:q • Ax, xy • a*x. By applying a and taking inverse. we 
t -1 2 -2 2 ge x 7X. a~ or a zl' with ~ £ Z. Since y • x yx, the poll8ibUity 
-1 2 -1 
x yX. a ;, is ellminated, and thus x yx. 11;'. 
Finally', consider y-lay. Now y-lay t S , since y2 I. A, and clearly 
-1 -1 2 -1 2 -1 l' &1 is not contained in.Ay. Thus '1 ay. axz3, a xz3, ay 113, or a y Ill. 
Straightforward calculations tell us that all these possibUities exoept 
the 1 -1 2 -1 est lead to a contradiction. Thua y BY. a Y I l , with Il I: Z. 
From' the relation [a, x2] • 1 it tollows that;, s2 • 1 and thus 
ta, x] -tx, y1 - a-lyz2. The relations [a, 13J • [a3, yJ • [a3, x] • 
r-x...), 33366-6 6-6 
l:!' ¥J • 1 imply that a • y-z2 .. a - y I,) ,and thus I,) • 12 • We 
Can now give a structure theorem. 
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13.6.4) Theorem (Groups of type 19) Let G be a non-Abelian f-sroup 
such that three cosets of A in G are j-cosets, with A 88 in 3.).1. Then 
G· (A, x, y>, where A has index 4 in G. CA(x). CA(y) • Z, and 
A/z • (Za > has order ), where Z is the centre ot O. The group 
G/Z • (Za, Zx, Zy) is isomorphic to the alternating group on four symbols. 
G has commutator subgroup < [a, x], [a, i] >, and the following relations 
hold: 
[a, ~ • (x, ~ • a - lYZ2' [a, y] • ay - lZ3' a3 • TJz2'J, a6 • y6z'J -6, 
where the eleman ts x2, T3, z2' and z) are all contained in Z. 
Conversely, every such group has a ~automorph1sm (J defined by 
( i j k,_. -1 -i -j -k za x y IU • Z a x y , 
tor all z e: Z, 0 ~ i ~ 2, 0, j ~ 1, -2, k , 2 • 
.0.6.5) Example. The alternating group on tour symbols is the simplest 
example of a group ot type 19. 
1 ~ECTION 'J.7. The Case ot Two F-cosets. 
To complete our analysis ot l-groups we must consider the caae where 
two cosets of A in a are r-cosets and throughout this section let Q denote 
such a non-Abelian ~group and (J a ~automorph1sm which inverts the elements 
ot A. We first consider the case where A is normal in Q. 
13. 11 .1) Lemma. If A is normal in Q then a/A is an elementary Abelian 
2-group. 
b'oof. For all % &: S , a £ A, x-lax I: A. An application ot Q gives 
(J 
tx2, a -1] • 1 and hence, by coooition 3.).11. III, x2 I: A. Henoe (ax)2 • 
2( -1 ) 
ax x ax t A tor all a t A, x t S , and thus a/A is an elementary 
a 
Abelian 2-group. 
1.3.7.2) Lemma. If A is normal in a then (0 I A) • 4. 
~oof. Let ~ and ~ be the distinct ~coset8 or A in Q. Bllelll1Ul 3.7.1 
~~ is a t-coset. Suppose now that there exists x'J' (A, ~. ~). Clearly 
(A, ~~. %3> is a group of t.vpe 2 am (A, ~x3' X3) is a ,roup or type 
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). By the structure theorem 1.).13 we have 
( [A, ,.X2J • [A, xl • <z~), and ).1.) J' oJ 
tA, ~xj1 - <~3) ; (z3) - [A, x~ • 
But (A, ~~, ~x3' ~X3) is a group of type 2 and thus 
[A, ,.X31 • [A, ~~1, 
whioh contradiots 3.7.3 and establishes the lemma. 
We now examine in turn the various possibilities that oan arise 
when A is normal in O. Assume 1'irstly that CA (,.) - CA (~) - Z, the centre 
of O. G/A - <~, ~> is elementary Abelian ot order 4 and A;. and 
~ are the distinct ~cosets. Since A/Z is Abelian of order 4 it has two 
possible structures and each of these possibilities leads to a class of 
non-Abelian ~groups. 
13.7.4) Groups of type 20. For this type we assume that A/z - (aZ, ~2Z> 
is elementary Abelian of order 4, with [a, ~x2J - 1. Now [a, Xi 1- 1 -
[a2, Xi] implies that [a, xll e: CA(~)' i • 1, 2. Henoe [a, x11 • Z1* 01' 
order 2 in Z, 1 • 1, 2. But [a, ~xaJ - 1 • "1*z2*' tram which it tollows 
th * * at ~ • z2 • z. 
2 2 
Similarly, [~2' Xi 1 • 1 - [~2 ' x1] gives [~2' xi] - zi' ot 
order 2 in Z tor 1 - 1, 2. Since [~2, ~x2J - ~z2 ; 1, we have zl ; z2' 
It [~, ~1 ,. 1 then (~2~x2h - ('\2,,~r1, where a is ai-automorphism 
whioh inverts the elements 01' A and '1.' ~ C Sa' An easy oalculation gives 
[~, x2J • ~z2 and hence [~2;" ~2~ • "l2z/ • 1. Thus in generol. 
we may ohoose the coset representatives ot Axt and ~ to commute. Clearly 
z ., z1' since [a~2' Xi) ; 1, for i • 1, 2. "UOVOVC1', Z lntl;Y by oqunl. 
to ~ z2. We can now give a structure theorem • 
.b.7..5) Theorem. Let 0 be a non-Abelian l-group whose coset deoomposition 
relative to A gives rise to two t-cosets ~ and~. Suppose that A is 
normal. in 0, CA (,,) • CA (~) • Z, the oentre ot 0, and A/Z - < Za, Z~2) 
is elementary Abelian 01' order 4. Then O/A - < Axt,~) is elementarr 
Abelian of order 4 and O/Z - (Za, Z~2' z", zx2) 1s e1elOOntary Abelio.n 
ot order 16. 0 has commutator subgroup Ot • (z, ~, z~ which is elam-
mentary Abelian of ordar4or8 and the following relations holds 
[a, ~] • Z • (a, xJ I [~2' ~ • zll ['1.2' x2l • z2; [", ~1 • 1. 
Conversely) eve17 such group has a l-automorphism a defined by 
( * El £2 41 c!2L *-1-£1 -£2 "c!l .. 15 2. Z a ~2 :;, ~ JQ. z a ~2 ~ ~ , 
ti' c5 1 • 0, 1, 1 - 1, 2 • 
.0.7.6) Groups of type 21. For this type we assume that CA(") - c/~) · 
Z and that A/Z • < Za) is cyolio of order 4. The relations [a, Xi ~ - 1 -/ 
[a
2
, x11 imply that [a, x1] i Z and we can easUy rule out the possibUities 
[a" xi1 E a3Z and [a, xJ £ aZ. Thus [a, Xi1 - a2zi , with zi E Z, i - 1,2. 
Sinoe [a, x1
2J • 1, it follows that [a, %i]4 - 1, for i - 1, 2. EasY' 
calculations show that [a, ~XJ -/1 implies that [a, xi] ; (a, ~l, and 
r,2 2 2 
l.a , ;.x21 - 1 implies that [a,,,1 - [a, x;J • 
Now,since (;.~)2 I: A, an application of a gives [(~~)2, ~1 - 1 and 
he 2 . 2 2 
nce (~~) E Z. Thus, since" and ~ both buong to z, [",~, z. 
U a
i
"X2 E Sa' where a is a f..automorphism which inverts the elements ot 
AW1th~, x2 E Sa' then [~,~] - a31 'J.2iz/. Hence i- 0 and~ and~ 
commute. 
13.z.7) Theorem. Let 0 be a non .. Abelian tgroup whose coset decOl'IlpOsition 
relati ve to A gives rise to two t-cosets A;, and ~. Suppose that A 111 
normal. in 0, CA (,,) - CA (~) - Z, the centre of 0, and A/Z - < Za) 111 
CYclic of order 4. Then a/A - (~, ~) is elementary Abelian ot order 
4. G has Abelian oomm u tator subgroup at • (a2"l' a2 -2) which is 
isomorphic to C4 x C2 • G/Z - < Za, ~, ~ > is a epli t extensio n ot 
D4 ( - < Za, ~) ) by an element ~ of order 2 whose aotion is defined 
by the inversion of Za and ~. The follOwing oomutator relations hold: 
ta, xl1 • a2zi , [a, xJ4 - 1, [a, ;] 2 - [a, ~ 2, [a, ,,;1 - ~z2 -1, 
[Xl' ~l • 1, z1 E Z, i - 1, 2. 
Conversely', every such group has a i-au~rph1sm a detined by 
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i £1 £2 -1 -1 -£1 -£2 
(za ~ ~ )Cl - z a" x2 ' 
for all z £ Z, 0 ~ i ~ 3, 0' £1' £2 ~ 1. 
We next turn our attention to the case where CA (,,) ., CA (~), where 
~ and ~ are the two t-cosets of A in G. If CA(~)C: CA("~) then we 
have 
2 
CA (~) • CA (~~ ) 2 CA (~~) " CA (~) - CA (~) • 
This contradiction shows that CA (x2) is not contained in CA (~x2)' and thus 
A • CA (~) CA (XJ.~). Now Z, the centre of G, is equal to CA (~) n CA (~) • 
CA (~) n CA (~~) and it follows that A/Z is Abelian of order 8. Now A/Z 
is non-cyclic since it has two distinct subgroups CA (,,)/Z and CA (~)/Z 
of the same order. Thus we need only consider the cases A!Z • C2 x C2 x C2 
and A/Z • C4 x C2• 
(3.7.8) Groups of type 22. For this type we asswne G/A - <~, ~) is 
elementary Abelian of order 4, A!Z· <za, Zb, ZC> is elementary Abelian 
of order 8. Put CA (,,) • < z, a>, CA (,,~) • < z, b, c), and CA (~) • 
(Z, abc). The relations [a, ~2J • [a2 , xJ • 1 imply that [a, ~) £CA(~) 
and an application ot the Witt identity gives [a, ~1 £ CA (~). Hence 
[8" x2J • z3 of order 2 in Z. By a similar argument [h, xJ • zi of order 
2 in Z (i • 1, 2). Since [h, ~~. 1 we have zl • z2 • z. Similarly, 
* r:., * * * [c, xJ • zi of order 2 in Z and since LC' ~~J • 1 we have zl - z2 • z • 
In addition, 1 " (bc, xJJ • zz*, whence z r z*. Finally, [abc, x21 • 1 
* and hence z2zZ - 1. 
Now if [", ~1 f 1, (~~)a • (~x2)-1, where a is the ~automorph1sm 
which inverts A and XJ.' ~ £ Sa. Thus [XJ.' ~] • z3 and hence [BXJ.' ~] -
Z32 - 1. Hence we mS3' choose the coset representatives of ~ and ~ to 
2 2 
commute. Since (:;,~) £ A, an application of a gives (,,~) £ CA (,,) n 
2 2 CA (~) • Z, and since [", ~l I: z, we have XJ. I: Z and ~ £ Z. We can 
now give the structure ot G. 
(3.7.9) Theorem. Let G be a non-Abelian ~group whose coset decomposition 
relative to A gives rise to two t-cosets A;, and~. Suppose that A is 
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normal 1ll G, CA (JC].) ! CA (~) and CA, (JC].) n CA (~) • Z, the centre ot Q, with 
A/Z • (Za, Zb, Zc) elementary Abelian of order 8. Then G/A • <~, ~) 
is elementary Abelian ot order 4. G is nilpotent of class 2 with elementar,y 
Abelian commutator subgroup G' • (z, z*} of order 4. G/Z· (Za, Zb, Zc, 
z", ~> is elementary Abelian of order .32 and the following relations 
hold: 
{!l, ,.] • [abC, ~] • r,!l, ~x;1 • [c, X:J.x;J • 1; [b, Xi1 • z, 
~, xi1 - z*, i - 1, 2 and [a, x;J • zz*; [", xJ • 1. 
Conversely, every such group has a ~l automorphism a defined by" 
El E2 '.3 ~l ~2 -1 - -£2 -£.3 -61 ,-62 (zja be:;, ~ }a· Zj a c x ~ , 
for all Zj £ Z, £i' 6k - 0, 1, i· 1, 2,.3, k· 1, 2. 
(3.7.10) Groups of type 23. For this type we assume that G/A - <~, ~> 
is elementary Abelian of order 4 and A/Z· (Za, Zb) is C2 x C4, l':i.th 
a
2 
eZ andb4 eZ. IAat CA(~)· <a, Z>, CA(~)· (ab2, Z) and 
CA("x2 ) • <b, Z}. Now ~2, ~] -1 -[a, ~2] tells us that 
ta, ~1 - z2 of order 2 in Z. Since ~b2, x2] - 1 we have [b2, ~1 • 12 
2 2 
and since [b , ~ x2] - 1 we have [b , x:J - z2. Next, easy calculations 
v1 2 * * 0 J give [h, -~ - b zi ' with zi £ Z, i • 1, 2. Now the relation 1· b, ~x2 
2 * 2 *-1 * r, 2 1 gives (b zl ) z2z1 z2 • 1, which, when combined with Lb ,~ • z2 -
lO, :;,]2, gives zl* • z2*· z, and hence [b, ~ • (b, ~1 of order 4. 
Finally, if [i)., ~] r 1 we have (8JC],x2)a • (8JC],x2)-1 and thus 
~, ~ • z2. But then [ax]! ~] • 122 - 1, showing that we may choose 
. 
the coset representatives of ~ and ~ to commute. Again we give a 
structure theorem. 
(.3.7.11) Theorem. IAat G be a non-Abelian ~group whose coset decomposition 
relative to A gives rise to two ~cosets ~ and Ax2 • Suppose that A is 
normal in G, CA (;,) , CA (~), and CA (~) n CA (~) - Z, the centre of G, with 
A/Z - < Za, Zb> isomorphic to C2 x C4• The G/A - (A:;" ~) is elementary 
Abelian of order 4. G has Abelian commutator subgroup G' • < b2z) which 
is cyclic of order 4. G/Z - (Za, Zb, ZJC]., ~ > has order .32 subject to 
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the relations: 
[a, X].1 • [ab2 , xJ - [b" X].x;l • [~" ~ • 1; 
{!!" ~ • [b2" x~ .. [b2" :lIJ.l • z2 ; 
[b" X].J • [b" ~] • b2z, and b4z2 • z2. The elements a2, b4, X].2, ~2" 
2 
z" z2' and (~~) all lie in Z. 
Conversely, any such group has a ~automorphism a defined by 
* i j £1 £2 *-1 -i-j -£1 -£2 (z a b,. ~ )a - z a [) ~ ~ , 
* for all z in Z" 0, i, £1" £2 ,1" 0 , j ~ 3. 
All that now remains is to amaider the oase where A is not normal in G. 
(3.7.12) Lemma. If A is not normal in G then (G : A) - 4. 
Proof. We first rule out the possibility that (G : A) • 3. Suppose 
2 1 G - A U Ax U Ax. If a is a '2automorphism which inverts the elements 
of A" we may suppose that x belongs to S , since otherwise ax £ S for 
a a 
1 2 
some a £ A" and. then the 2automorphism Iaa inverts A, ax, and (ax) • Since 
2 2 Ax and Ax are '4cosets by hypothesis., CA (x) • CA (x ) - Z, the centre of 
G. Let A • Z U Z~ V Z~ U Z~ a2, where we do not exclude the possibility 
2 
that a2 - ~ • 
~ [2 Now x ~x does not belong to Sa since this would imply that x,~] .. 1-
-1 * 2 -1 * 1 -1 * 2 Hence x ~x· ~ x and similarly x ~x". a2 x and x ~a2x· ~2 x , 
* * * *2 *2 *2 for ~ , a2 '~2 £ A. But then ~ x 8 2 x - ~2 x , which implies that 
2 
x £ A, a contradiction. 
Next we show that (0 : A) > 4 is not possible. Suppose therefore that 
(G I A) - n > 4 and let A:lIJ. and ~ be the distinct ~cosets. By lemma 
3.3.12, the elements of every other ooset of A in G normalize A and. henoe 
n - (G : A) .. (G : NO(A»(NO(A) : A) ~ (G : NG(A» (n - 2). This is a 
contradiction for n> 4 since (G : NG(A» is an integer greater than 1. 
Hence (G : A) • 4 and thus there is a homomorphism of G into a sub-
group of S4 whose kernel K is Core A (the largest normal subgroup of G 
contained in A). Now we have Z S K CAe G. If K - Z we obtain a 
sa 
contradiction because then G/Z has order at least 16 and hence ,G/II 
cannot divide I S4' • 24. It now follows that G/K has order 8 and hence 
is isomorphic to a Sylow subgroup of S4 which is D4• 
Let G/I· <xK, aK), where x4, a2 E: I and a-lxa· x-l (mod K) and 
a e A'1.. It is clear that CA (x) • CA (x
3) • Z and I • CA (x
2). Consider 
< I, i> · B which is ele~ntw1se inverted by a. We have I AI • I BI 
and the cosets Ba and Bx are ~cosets. Thus the remaining coset of B 
in Q is an empty-coset and. hence G has already been classified in Section 
1 3.4. This completes our analysis of '2groups. 
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CHAPTER 4. MEASURES OF COf,t1UTATIVITY 
SECrION (4.1) Introduction 
We have already defined t(G) for a finite group G and in previous 
chapters examined those groups for which 1(0) is large. It was no 
surprise to find that such groups are "nearly Abelian" i.e. they have 
large Abelian subgroups and small commutator subgroups. Since t(G) • 1 
if and only if G is Abelian, we use the size of 1(0) as a measure of the 
commutatiVity of G. 
In a doctoral thesis at the University of California in 1969, 
K. S. Joseph [5] used the fUnction R(O) • k(G)/lol, where keG) is the 
number of conjugacy classes in 0, as a measure of the commutativity of G. 
It is clear that R(G) • 1 if and only if G is Abelian and it is easy to 
show that R(G) is the probability that a pair of elements chosen at random 
in G will commute with each other. In this chapter we show that if t(G) 
is large then R(G) is also large. For the groups of type31 to 23 we either 
calculate R(G) or give a bound for its value. 
The connection between l(G) and R(G) is based on the follOwing 
intuitive notion. The number I.(G) is the maximum proportion of elements 
of G which are mapped onto their inverses by an automorphism. If S is 
the mapping defined by (x)S • x-I for all x in G, then R(G) is the 
proportion of pairs of elements (Xi' Xj ) which satisfy the automorphism 
property (XiXj)B • (xi)S(xj)B. 
SECTION 4.2. Notation and Results 
We use the following notation and results from Joseph's thesis and 
other sources. 
(4.2.1) Definition. Let {nili • 1, ... , v} be the orders of the 
conjugacy classes of o. The conjugate type of G • c.t. (a) • (no • 1, ~, 
••• , nv )' where the ni are distinct. 
(4.2.2) Definition. Let {mj l j • 1, ... , p} be the degrees of the 
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absolutely irreducible representations of G. The degree type of G 
• d.t.(O) • (mO • 1, ~, ••• , m), where the mj are distinct. 
(4.2.3) Known Results 
(i) nil (G : Z) and ni < (0 : Z), where Z is the centre of G. Also, 
ni,IG'I· 
(ii) If A is an Abelian normal subgroup of 0, Ito [4] has shown that 
mjl(G : A) and Isaacs and Passman [2] have shown that mj 2 $ (G : Z). 
(iii) It c.t.(O) - (1, n) then R(G) • ~(l + (~:i». 
(iv) R(G) ~ ';'T (1 + If~!z1 ), with equality it and only it 
c.t. (G) • (1, \0'1>. 
(v) 
(vi) Let p denote tm smallest prime divisor of 101. Then R(G) ~ ~(l + (K~i», 
with equality if and only if c.t.(G) • (1, pl. 
(vii) Suppose d.t.(G) • (1, m). Then 
2 
R(G) - ;z (~ + jG:t ). 
(viii) Let P denote the smallest prime divisor of o. Then 
R(G) ~~-(l + f~~t ), with equality it am only 1£ d.t.(O) • (1, pl. 
(4.2.4) Definition. ~ is said to be isoclinic to G2 it 
(i) ~/Z(~) is isomorphic to 02/Z(G2), 
(ii) ~'is isomorphic to O2 ', and 
(iii) The isomorphisms '" and • in (i) and (ii) respectively can be chosen 
80 that [;.' :11]. • [~, 72], for all ~, 71 E: ~ whenever (" Z(~», • 
~ Z(G2 ) and (11 Z(~»'" - Y2 Z(G2). 
Joseph [5] has shown that it G
l 
and G2 are isoclinic, then 
R(Gl ) • R(02)· 
(4.2.$) Result. Isaacs and Passman [3] have shown that it a is 
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finite and either (i) a has a normal Abelian subgroup of index p 
or (ii) a/z has order p3and exponentp,then d.t.(a) - (1, pl. 
We arenow in a position to calculate R(a), where a is a group 
of type 1 to type 23. 
SECTION 4.3. Values of R(a). 
1 (4.3.1) }z-groups. If G has type 1, then a • A U Ax, where A is 
Abelian and q - (A : CA (x» - (A : Z). Elementary calculEt10ns give R(G) • 
\~3 and hence R(a) > fro Recall that t(G) • \~. 
If G has type 2, then the conjugacy type of G is (1, 2) since 
1 1 I G' I • 2. Formula 4.2.3. (iv) now gives R(a) - 2' + 22i+I ' where k can 
2k+l be any positive integer. Recall t(a) - ~. 
If G has type 3 we use the fact that any two groups of type 3 are 
isoclinic and thus R(a) - R(D4 x D4 ) • (R(D4»2.- ~, since D4 x D4 haa 
type 3. We recall that t(G) • ~. 
1 (4.3.2) p-groups. If G has type 4, then IG'\ - p, c.t.(G) - (1, p) 
2k 1 n-l 
and G/Z has order p • Formula 4.2.3 (iv) now gives R( 0) • p + -tIt+'r • 
p 
If G haa type 5, by 4.2.5, d.t.(G) - (1, pl. Hence, by 4.2.3 (viii), 
1 a 2 3 R(G) • pz (1 + IG~I ). Now \G'I • p or p and hence 
R(G) - ~ (2p2 _ 1) or ~ (p3 + p2 -1). 
If G haa type 6, then by 4.2.5, d.t.(G) - (1, pl. Thus R(G) -
121 1 pz (1 + TG: I ) and hence R(G) > pz • 
1 (4.3.3) 2gI'"oUPs. Finally, we calculate or give bounds for the value 
of R(G) when t(G) - ~. 
If G has type 7, R(G) - 1 and if G has type 8 then G is also 
of type 1. 
If G has type 9, formula 4.2.,3(iv) tells us that R(G) > :i8' If 
G has type 10 or type ll, similarly we have R(G) > ;i8' 
6~ 
19 If G has type 12, formula 4.2.3 (iv) implies that R(G) ~ b4'. Again, 
if' G has type 13 or type 14 .. R(G) ~ * . 
. 2 
If G has type 15, (G: z) - 8 ~ mj • Hence d.t.(G) - (1, 2) and 
R(G) - tel + r/.r). Hence R(G) • iz or ~ in this case. 
Groups of' type 16 coincide with groups of type 2. 
If G has type 17 .. it is clear that RCG) - ~. 
If G has type 18 then G is isoclinic to D4 x D3• Hence R(G) -
R(D4) x R(D) - ik. 
If G has type 19 .. formula 4.2.3 (v) tells us that R(G) > iIi. 
If G has type 20 or type 21 .. then R(G) > lla. 
Finally, if G has type 22 or type 23, R(G) ~ *. 
SECTION 4.4. R(G) and l(G). 
In this section we mention some connections between R(G) and t(G) 
using the results of Joseph. It is clear that R(G) - 1 • l(G) if and 
only if G is Abelian. Next, R(G) • i if' and only if (G : Z(G» • 4 
if and only if' l(G) • ~ .. and these are the maximum possible values of' 
R(G) and. 1(G) f'or non-Abelian groups. It is easy to show that l(G) - J 
if and only if R(G) • ~ and in this case I G' I - 3 and (G I Z(G»" 6. 
It seems significant that R(G) and t(G) are both "quantisedll i.e. 
if 1 > R( G) > ~ then I G' I • 2 and R( G) -l + ~ , and if 1 (G) > ~ 
9+1 then l(G) - 2q' where k and q are positive integers. Joseph (persona1 
communication) has shown that there are no groups G with k < R(G) < ~, 
showing the significance of groups of type 17. If G £ G , then p 
R(G) - ! is not possible unless p - 2. 
P 
The .function RCG) has the f'ollowing properties: 
(i) R is multiplicative i.e. R(~ x G2 ) • R(~)R(G2). 
(ii) If H is a subgroup of' G then R(H) ~ R(G), and. if H is normal in 
G, R(G/H) ~ R(G). Hence subgroups and factor groups are at least as 
Abelian as the group itself. 
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(iii) If ~ is isoclinic to G2, then R(~) • R(G2). 
We conjecture that analogues of these results hold for the 
funotion 1(G), but suspeot that the proofs may be quite diffioult. If 
Aut (~x G2 ) ~Aut (Gl ) x Aut (G2), then cleaJiy t(Gl x G2 ) -1(<\)2,(G2), 
but we have been una.ble to prove the general result even when one of 
the groups is Abelian. However, t(A x B) • 1(A)t(B) when A is Abelian 
1 
and B is a >'2group. If H is a characteristio subgroup of G, then the 
method of proof of 1.2.2 enables us to prove that 1(H) ~ l(G) and 
l(GIH) ~ 1(G). 
1 1 Examination of the struoture theorems for > '2groups, p-groups, 
1 
and '2groups gives much evidenoe for the oonjeoture that if <\ and G2 
are isoolinic t~en 1(~) • 1(G2). 
Finally, we note the following anomaly. Let 53 be the symmetric 
group on 3 symbols and let G be the product of two dihedral groups of 
order 8 with oentra:s amalgamated. Then R(G) - ~ > ~ • R(53). However, 
l(G) • i < j · 1(53). 
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CHAPTER 5. C-SETS 
, . 
SECTION <$.1) Intro412ot1on. 
In Chapter 4 we have shown ho.w I. (G) serves as a measure of 
commutativity of a finite group G. However, I. (G) is not always a good 
measure of commutativity as the following lemma and example show. 
($.1.1) Lemma. If both IAut GI and IGlare odd then I.(G) .. l/IGI. 
Proof. Let a be any automorphism of G and suppose that g ~ S. Since to 
IAut GI is oddJ a has order 2n+ 1, for some integer n. Now 
( ) 2n+l «) 2n) ( )" -1 g - g a • g a a - g a .. g • 
Thus, sinoe 1 GI is odd, g - 1. Henoe I S I .. 1 for all a £: Aut G and 
a 
it follows that l(G) • l/IGI. 
(5.1.2) Example. The following example, due to G. A. Miller [12] 
shows that there exists a group of odd order whose automorphism group 
also has odd order. Let G" (a, b, c) where a, b, and c have orders 
4 3 2 p J P , and p respectively and p is an odd prime. In add! tion, 
3 2 
[c, a] .. aP ~ [oJ b] .. cP, and [b, ~: .. 1t>. Then G has order p9 
and Aut G is also a p-group. Thus by lemma 5.1.1, 1. (G) .. l/IGI. 
In cases like this l(G) gives us no infonnation at ill about the 
commutativity of G. The difficulty lies in thd peculiarity of the 
automorphism group of G, so in the next section we define a new measure 
of commutativity which does not depend on automorp]:d.sms. Reoall 
that if Sa • {x £: GI(x)a .. x-1 , a £: Aut GJ, then given~, ~ £: Sa' 
~~ £ Sa if and only if ~x2 .. ~,.. 
SECTION ($.2) Properties of C-Sets. 
($.2.1) Definition. A C-set S of a finite group G is a subset S 
of G which has the following-property: 
($.2.2.) Definition If S* is a C-set of maximum order in G then 
b(G) "ls*I/IGI • 
6S 
Obviously beG) • 1 if and only if G is Abelian, so we use beG) 
as another measure of the commutativity of G. We note that if 
IGI > 1 then beG) > lIIGI, since an Abelian subgroup is always a non-
trivial C-set. It is clear that if s t S then (s) CS, where S is 
a C-set of G. 
(S.2.) Lemma. If S* is a C-set of maximum order in G, then S* .~ Z(G), 
the centre of G. 
!!.£2!. Consider S*Z(G). If S*::t,-, Z(G) then S*Z(G) is clearly a C-set 
which contains S* properly. This contradicts the def1n1 tion of S* and 
establishes the lemma. 
For the remainder of this section we let G denote a non-Abelian group 
in Gp ' where p is a prime. 
~ ($.2.4) Theorem. If G is a non-Abelian group in G , then beG) , -;z- , p p 
with equality if and only if (G: Z(G» • p2. 
* .!2:22!. Let S be a C-set of maximum order in G and let A be a subgroup 
of maximum order in S*. For x i A, if Ax C\ S* is not empty, choose 
x E: S*. NOW' for a & A, ax e S* if and only if ax • xa and thus Ax (\ s* • 
(CA (x»x. If CA (x) • A, then (A, x) is a subgroup contained in S* 
having order greater than that of A. Hence Is* n Axl - IcA(x)I ~~IAI. 
It follows that 
Is*1 , IAI + {(G : A) - l} ~IAI • ~Ial + IAI (1 - ~). p p p 
Since (G : A) ~ p, it follows that 
IS*I ~ ~Ial + ~Ial (1 - ~) • lal 2~1 • 
Thus beG) ~ 2P2l • 
P 2 1 
If beG) • ~ , the above analysis shows that (G : A) • P and 
P 
(A : CA (x» • p for all x i A. Let G· <A, x) with ~ £ A. It is 
clear that CA(x) - CA(x
2) • ••• • CA(:x?-l) - Z(G). 
Hence (G : ZeG» • p2. 
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Conversely', if G/Z· (za, ZX) is non-cyclic of order p2 then 
< z, a) • A, an Abelian subgroup of index pinG. Then the set 
A U ~ (OA (xi»xi is a C-set of order (2~i)IGI' and thus beG) = ;21 . 
This theorem makes an interesting canparison with the following 
theorem of Joseph [SJ : 
2 + 1 If G is a non-Abelian group in G then R(G) ~ P ) - , with 
P P 
equality if and only if (G : Z(G» _ p2. 
.s~CTION 5.3. 1 Groups with beG) > 2' • 
We complete this chapter by deriving sane results on groups with 
beG) >~. (The following proof is based on an idea of Dr. T. J. Laffey.) 
(5.3.1) Theorem. If beG) > ~ then G is a soluble group. 
!!2.2!. Let S be a C-set in G for which lsi > ~I GI. If the elements of 
Sare involutions then G is soluble by the results of Chapter 1. Assume 
therefore that there exists '1' £: 8 such that '1'2 ; 1. 
Now I GI ~ Is u yS U y2S 1 -
181 + 1)'51 ... 1 '1'281 - Is n ySl - 18 (\ y2S\ - I yS (\ y251 + 15 ('\ yS (\ y2sl. 
Now consider w e: S n yS. It is clear that w - ys • sy, with 8 e: S. 
It follows that wy • ysy • yw, and hence w £: Ca(y). Thus S t'\ yS C& Ca(y) 
and similarly 8 ('\ '1'28 ~ CG ('1'2). Obviously 1 yS f\ 1'2S1 • Is n 181. Next, 
let w £: 8 n 18 with wy - yw. It follows thaty-2W • wy-2, with '1'-2 £: S. 
-2 2 Hence '1' w £ 8 and thus w £ '1' 8. F1nall.y, 
S n 18 • 8 n 18 t'\ '1'28 • 
Equation ".3.2 now gives I al ~ 31 sl • Is C\ 181 - 1 s ('\ '1'281 • 
1 2 Using the relations 181 > '21 G I, CG ('1') ~ CG (y ) and S (\ yS S CG (y), we find 
I °a(y2) 1 > [IGI, for all 1 e: S and hence 1 °G(y2) I ~ jiGI. 
Recall that if (G J M) - m and. Core M· 0, x-~, then a/Core M 
X£1.l 
is isomorphic to a subgroup of 8
m
, the symmetric group on m symbols. Thus 
2 in this ease G/Core CG(y ) is isomorphic to a subgroup of S3. Since the 
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seoond derived group of S3 is the identitY', it follows that G" £ Core C
a
°(j.2) 
for all Y' £ S, where G" is the seoond derived group of G. Henoe if 
W - .j;s Core CG(y2), then Gil ~ W. 
FinallY'" oonsider CG(W). Let I • {x CG(W)lx s S}. I, considered as 
a subset of a contains at least halt the elements of G since sex. 
Hence X, considered as a subset of a/Ca(W)" contains at least half the 
elements of G/CG(W). But if x £ S then x2 £ CG(W) ani thus X consists 
of involutions in G/CG (W) • Hence as least half the elements of 
G/CG(W) are involutions and by the results of Chapter 1, seotion 1.4" 
0" c: CG(W). Thus a" ~ W r\ CG(W) - Z(Vl) the centre of W. It follows 
that Gill - 1 and so G is s:>lub1e of derived length at most three. 
We proceed to give some results and the partial structure of groups 
with beG) >~. Since l(G) > ~ implies beG) > ~ we would expect that 
many of the methods ot Chapter 1 apply, and this is indeed the oase. 
Let G be a group for which beG) > ~ and let S be a C-set of 
maximum order in G for which I S I > ~I GI. Let °A be a subgroup of 
maximum order in S. A is clearly Abelian and if s e s\'A, then 
As n S • CA(s)s. Obviously ICA(s)1 • lAs n sl '~IAI. Hence every 
coset of A in G contains elements of S and we write 
(5.3.3) G· A U AS 2 U ••• U Asn, si £ S, 1 , i , n, sl • 1, 
n 
(5.3.4) and lsi • IAI + I IcA(si)l. 
1=2 
Let qi - (A : CA(si»' 1 ~ i ,n. The condition lsi > ~IGI tells 
us that 
n 1 1 1 (5.).5) I (2 - ---) < -2· 
1:2 <u. 
The 1nequal.1ty(5.3S) tells us that relative to a suitable ordering of 
the oosets of A in G one of the following condi tiona must apply, 
where (G : A) - n. 
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In· 2J 
II n ~ J, ~ • 2" i .. 2, ••• , n J 
($.3.6) III n ~ J, 92 ~ 3, ~ - 2" i • 3, ••• " n J 
IV n ~ J, 92 • J, 93 • 4 or $, ~ .. 2, i .. 4, ••• , n J 
V n ~ J, 92 • 93 • J, ~ • 2, i • 4, ••• , n ; 
Firstly, if n - 2 then G - A V As and S - A V (CA (S»8. Thus 
9+1 beG) • 2 ' where (A : CA (8» - 9. Clearly a.rry non-Abelian group G q . 
with an Abelian subgroup of index 2 has such a C-set and. beG) • 92+: >~. 
($.3.1) Lemma. I f (A : CA (s» - 2, then s2 ,; A, where s e: S. 
~. If s2 t A, then (CA (8), s> is contained in S and has order 
greater than that of A, a contradiotion. 
2 Similarly, if in Case III (A : CA (s2» • 92 ~ J, we have s2 e A 
and. hence s2 £ A, for all s e: S. 
In like manner in case IV, s2 ,; A, for all s £ S. 
(5.3.8) Lemma. There are no groups G which satisfy condition '.J.6.IV. 
E!:22!. Let G - A V AS2 lJ AsJ ••• , wheze (A : CA (82» - J and (A : CA (83» -
4 or,. Consider the coset As2s3• It is clear that As2s J - As2 or 
(A : CA(s2s3» - 2. Now" 
CA (8J ) - CA (82
2
s 3) ~ CA (s2) n CA (s2s 3)' a contradiction" since 
(A : CA(s3» - 4 or 5 and. (A : cA(s2) n CA(s28 3» - J, 6, or 9. 
In contrast with groups for which 1(G) > ~, there exist groups 
1 
which satist,y condition 5.3.6 V and. beG) >. 2. 
($.3.9) Theorem. Let G be a group which satisfies condition ,.3.6 V 
1 
and. beG) > 2- Then 
(i) (G: A) • n - 3 
(ii) G/Z(G) has order 9, and 
(iii) beG) - ~. 
Conversely, every such group G satisf7ing (1) ruld (U) has beG) - ~. 
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!3:.22!. Suppose that Asl and AS2 are distinct cosets with (A I CA (sl) • 
(A : CA(s2» • 3 and let As be a coset such that (A : CA(a» - 2, with 
1 
al , s2' s £ 5, and 5 a C-set for which 151> 21GI. By lemma 5.3.7 
6
2 
£ A and hence 
(5.3.10) CA(sl) - CA(s2sl ) 'aCA(s) (\ CA(ssl). 
Clearly Assl r A, and if (A : CA(sSl» • 2 we contradict 5.3.10. 
Thus (A : CA(ssl» • 3 and thus Assl • As2• Similarly, 
CA(ss12) a CA(ssl) n cA(sl)' 
2 2 
and thus (A : CA (ssl » - 3. Hence AsSl - ASl or Assl and each 
of these possibilities easily leads to a contradiction. It follows that 
(G , A) - 3. 
Now 1£ G • A U Ax V A:i, CA (x) - CA (i) - Z(G) and G/Z(G) has order 
9, where Z is the centre of G. The rest of the proof is now obvious and 
corresponds to theorem ,.2.4 with P • 3. 
It is interesting to note that the groups of theorem 5.3.9 ~ have 
odd order e. g. the non-Abelian group of order 27 and exponent 3, in 
1 
contrast with the situation when l(G) > 2. 
Finally we derive a numerical restriction on the value of beG) 
when beG) > ~ • 
(5.3.11) Theorem. If beG) > ~, then beG) - 1+; for some positive 
integer q. 
!2:22!. Our method of proof is to examine the various possibUi ties 
arising from $.3.6. Possibility I has already been covered, lemma $.3.6 
has eliminated possibility IV, and for possibility V, beG) • ~ 0' 
() n+l If possibility II arises, b G • lhl ' where (G : A) - n. In case III, 
q2 • (A : CA(!l» ~ 3, ~ - 2.3 , i ,n. We claim that q2 is even. 
For 1£ q2 is odd and As, s e 5, is a coset for which (A : CA(s» • 2 
2 
then CA (sl) - CA (sls ) ~ CA (sls) r. CA (s). Examination of the possibilities 
shows that (A I CA (sl s) n CA (e» is even, a contradiction. Thus 
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11 nq2+ 2 q+l lSI • IAI + (n - 2) IAl i + q;IAI. Thus ISI/IG!· 2n~ -~ 
where q • ~. Thus beG) is always of the form 9 2+q 1 and the proof 
is completed. 
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